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Budget cuts proposed by ACGFA 
ByTomGriesser 
Staff Reporter 
"Your job is to make that cut and make them live with 
it." 
Following that advice from Dr. Michael R. Ferrari, vice 
president of resource planning, the Advisory Committee 
on General Fee Allocations (ACGFA | over the weekend 
proposed cuts in budget requests submitted by four major 
University service areas. 
The BG News, Ice Arena, Non-Revenue Sports and 
Athletic Administration Services and Student Health 
Services received preliminary cuts in their requested 
general fee funding. 
The organizations will have the chance to respond to 
ACGFA regarding those cuts, totaling $33,493, before final 
recommendation is sent to University President Hollis A. 
Moore Jr. later this quarter. 
ACGFA also recommended a ceiling of $30 per quarter 
for next year's general fee increase. Of that, $28.78 will be 
that direct result of the opening of the new $9.1 million 
Student Recreation Center next fall. 
ACGFA gave tentative approval to a $376,275 allotment 
for rec center operations. In addition, $947,425 will be 
needed for repayment of the structurer's construction 
financing, building insurance and creation of a $120,000 
depreciation reserve. 
The committee also recommended an additional $85,433 
be set aside in a depreciation pool to fund repairs of other 
facilities financed by general fees. Of that amount. $68,468 
would be earmarked for the University Union, which 
needs extensive roof repairs. 
With the exception of the Ice Arena, ACGFA did not 
fund a depreciation reserve last year. 
The BG News' requested allocation of $56,400 for next 
year received the largest cut on a percentage basis. 
ACGFA made a recommendation that the News receive 
$48,000, a cut of about 15 percent. 
During budget discussions, several ACGFA members 
voiced criticisms of the News' editorial, business and 
circulation practices. 
Martin B. Johnson said he believes the News has an 
inefficient system of distribution and neglects the in- 
terests of minorities in its coverage. 
Ron Bell, undergraduate representative to the board of 
trustees, indicated that, in his opinion, the News fails to 
cover a variety of campus organizations, citing what he 
believes is a lack of coverage for women's intramural 
sports, greek organizations and Residence life 
Association. 
"A lot of times the administration doesn't get a fair 
shake (from the Ncwsi," Bell said. "Who can they 
complain to? As a professional paper they are responsible 
to the people buying that paper." 
Bell suggested that ACGFA consider cutting the News' 
allocation  to show our dissatisfaction." 
However. James P. Whalen, junior, questioned the size 
of the cut, saying, I agree the News needs drastic 
changes. But there aren't going to be any changes if they 
don't have the money." 
As simply a matter of journalistic ethics." Rock E. 
Ross said he opposed the use of ACGFA s budgetary 
powers to influence editorial decisions by the News. 
The result would be decreased investigative reporting, 
and ultimately "a glorified Green Sheet to promote 
events," Ross said. 
Petty animosities in the past have disturbed the News' 
funding." Ross said. 
ACGFA also made a tenative cut of 6.4 percent in the 
allocation of $106,844 sought by the Ice Arena, reducing 
the allocation to $100,000. 
During the presentation of the budget request, Hubert J. 
Ocvirk. night manager of the ice arena, told ACI1FA that 
the increase of $9,534 for operating expenses largely Is the 
result of required increases in salaries and benefits for 
contract   and   classified   staff.   Ocvirk   said   that   the 
to page 7 
By Cindy Leise 
Staff Reporter 
University students, faculty and staff 
have been ordered to cut electricity 
usage. 
Top level administrative and 
operational personnel met yesterday 
and developed a voluntary electrical 
usage cutback plan, which takes effect 
at noon today. 
Under the plan, lights in academic 
buildings will be turned off at 10 p.m. 
and those in administrative buildings at 
5 p.m. Outdoor campus lighting will be 
reduced to safety levels, to be deter- 
mined by a three-member panel of 
representatives from the Physical 
Plant, University Police and Residence 
Life. 
IN ADDITION, the 8,000 on-campus 
students will be asked to stop using 
electrical appliances, including 
stereos, hair dryers, refrigerators and 
hotplates. 
The voluntary cutback plan, which is 
expected to trim electrical usage by 10 
percent, was developed "in a big 
hurry" after Gov. James A. Rhodes and 
the Chancellor of the Ohio Board of 
Regents requested it Friday, according 
to to Dr. Richard R. Eakin, vice provost 
for student affairs. 
"With the coal situation (a national 
shortage of coal as a result of a mine 
workers' strike), what we are in for 
could be serious," Eakin said, adding 
mandatory cutbacks and even closing 
the University are possibilities. 
RICHARD A. EDWARDS, vice 
president and assistant to University 
President Hollis A. Moore Jr., said that 
although University officials hope 
voluntary cutback measures are suf- 
ficient, they are drawing up more 
stringent plans. 
The plans, which would be im- 
plemented if Rhodes orders mandatory 
electrical cutbacks in state agencies, 
would include "accelerated cutbacks," 
he said. 
"For example, there would be an 
expansion of the voluntary plan, such 
as a rule to have all lights out in dorms 
at 11:30 p.m., all activities canceled but 
classes, a four-day scheduling of 
classes," Edwards said. 
Energy cutback begins today 
Voluntary power reductions 
requested by city officials 
HE SAID IF RHODES orders the 
mandatory cutbacks, a reduction of as 
much as 50 percent in electrical usage 
may be required. 
However, Charles L. Codding, 
director of the Physical Plant, said that 
could be difficult. He said students cut 
electrical usage by 10 to 11 percent last 
year in response to a similar cutback 
request, "and more might be hard." 
Although the University has small 
backup electrical generators in various 
buildings, Codding said most "are just 
for lights" and the University could not 
be self-supporting in electrical 
generation. 
FRANK FICH, SUPERINTENDENT 
of maintenance services, said the 
University uses about 144,000 kilowatts 
of electricity a day, and Codding said 
the largest two emergency generators, 
located in the library and the Physical 
Plant, generate 265 and 450 kilowatts, 
respectively. 
Although University officials 
stressed that the electrical shortage 
emergency is real, and requires 
stringent conservation measures, they 
were quick to point out that the 
University's supplier, Toledo Edison, 
has about a two-month supply. 
However, Jack Dyer, Toledo Edison 
public relations director, said the 
supply may dwindle as the company is 
"feeding electricity" to other Ohio 
companies, including Ohio Edison, 
which supplies Northeastern Ohio. The 
utility supplied 350 megawatts, about 51 
percent of the output of the Davis-Besse 
Nuclear Power Station, to Ohio Edison 
yesterday. 
ADMINISTRATIVE AND 
operational personnel  consulted 
Moore by telephone (Moore was in 
Columbus) about the plan while 
developing it yesterday, Edwards said, 
adding that "it is far from crystalized," 
and that all persons must be informed 
of the plan. 
Bob Wolf, Student Government 
Association president, said he "is in full 
support of the plan," even though he or 
any other student representative was 
not asked to help formulate it. 
Eakin said the lack of student input 
"was probably an oversight." 
By Dennis J. Sadowski 
Managing Editor 
Toledo Edison customers, including 
city residents, soon may be asked to 
begin voluntary reductions in elec- 
tricity usage should the strike by the 
United Mine Workers of America 
continue much longer. 
Roger D. Buehrer, public relations 
representative for Toledo Edison, 
yesterday said that the company has a 
50- to 60-day supply of coal, "as good or 
better than any in the state." 
The city buys its electricity from 
Toledo Edison. 
SHOULD THE coal stockpiles 
dwindle to a 40-day supply, Buehrer 
said the company will ask its customers 
to voluntarily cut back on electric 
usage by 10 percent. He said that an- 
nouncement may come by the end of 
the week. 
Should stockpiles shrink to a 25-day 
supply, electricity would be shut off to 
specific areas for up to two hours at a 
time, but no more than four hours in a 
24-hour period, Buehrer explained. 
If necessary, permission can be 
sought from the Public Utilities 
Commission of Ohio (PUCO) to extend 
electrical shutdowns, he added. 
Arrangements also are being made to 
buy power from companies not using 
coal to produce electricity, Buehrer 
said. 
"WE'RE GOING TO HAVE to ask 
our customers to conserve energy as 
much as possible, he said. "There's no 
way to police the people (to conserve I. 
I think for the benefit of all our 
customers, the more they conserve, the 
better it will be." 
He said customers of the Columbus 
and Southern Ohio Electric Co. already 
have been asked to voluntarily cut back 
electric usage by 10 percent but, he 
added, the results show that only a six 
to seven percent reduction in usage has 
been realized. 
Robert W. Sorgengrei, city utilities 
director, said that he has been notified 
by Toledo Edison that voluntary cut- 
backs may be requested. 
Because the city purchases its 
electricity from Toledo Edison instead 
of producing its own, it is not governed 
by PUCO and is not required to make 
cutbacks, he said. However, "we (the 
city) would abide by it," he indicated. 
SORGENFREI EXPLAINED THAT 
operations such as those at sewage 
treatment plants, water pumping 
stations, broadcast stations, jails and 
hospitals would continue to receive 
their normal amount of electricity, 
according to Toledo Edison's plan. 
Schools would not be included in that 
list, however, Sorgenfrei noted. 
He said that city residents will not be 
asked to cut back on usage until Toledo 
Edison makes a decision. 
"I would hate to see myself make that 
decision and Toledo Edison doesn't," 
Sorgenfrei said. 
BUEHRER SAID HE SEES no in- 
dication that the strike soon will end. 
Even if a settlement is reached this 
week, he explained, it would take about 
10 days to get the new contract ratified 
and the miners back to work. And it 
would be an additional two weeks 
before coal would reach Toledo 
Edison's power plants. 
Fortunately. Buehrer said, the 
company has the Davis-Besse nuclear 
power plant near Port Clinton upon 
which to rely. The plant is operating at 
75 percent capacity and is producing 25- 
30 percent of the company's electricity. 
he said. 
A little less than half of the power 
being produced at Davis-Besse is being 
used by Toledo Edison customers, he 
added, while the remaining power is 
being sent to Cleveland. 
As of Jan. 31.54.000 tons of coal -a 10 
day supply - have been saved because 
of the Davis-Besse plant. Buehrer said. 
Inside the News 
NEWS... An electrostatic precipitator is making some news around 
the University. Read Cheryl Geschke's story on page 3. 
EDITORIALS... The News thinks that a revised procedure for 
ACGFA is helping to unsnarl some of the knots that group annually 
encounters. Read the editorial on page t. 
SPORTS... Looking for perfection? Turn to page 10 to see how the 
men's basketball team and the hockey team fared this weekend. 
Weather 
Sunny 
Hlgh25F (-41 I 
Low I5F (-»C) 
10 percent chance of snow. 
Newspholo by Dave Ryan 
COACH JOHN WEINERT receives an elated hug from his wile after 
BGSU'l narrow virtory over the University of Toledo Saturday night in 
Centennial Hall. The game, won in the tense final moments, ended with a 
si "re of 69-68.  At right, Glenn Sharp, team equipment manager, stands 
waiting to hand Weincrt his jacket. 
opinion 'judgment is founded on truth.. 
guest columnist — Bob Moyers 
big six proposals       reasonings behind the 'miracle machine' 
presented better 
Perhaps some of the problems concerning the Advisory Committee on 
General Fee Allocations (ACGFA) linally are being solved. 
As a change from past ACGFA hearings. Dr. Michael R. Ferrari, vice 
president of resource planning, presents funding proposals for the six 
largest recipients of general fees: Health Services. The BG News, Ice 
Arena. University Union. Student Recreation Center and non-revenue 
sports and athletic administrative services. 
ACGFA then is able to question Ferrari and a representative of the 
budget area and comment on the administration's recommendations. 
Ferrari apparently is doing his homework belore presenting the budget 
porposals ol the six groups as he has made his presentations clear and 
complete. As a result, the committee has had to ask lew questions and 
the process runs smoother and faster. 
Perhaps the solution has been found for presenting and explaining the 
large budget areas at the University. 
The next area to improve is the presentations by the other 
organizations requesting portions of the general fde so that they also will 
be easier to understand. 
A lot has been said the last few days 
in the sports page columns of the BG 
News about the recent "Name Our 
Team" event which was staged by the 
athletic department and myself. As 
memory serves me, I think some of the 
choice "loaded" words were "stunt," 
"farce," "shenanigans," and 
"scharade (I think they mean 
charade)." 
Although I (as an athletic department 
spokesman) have taken a lot of shots 
(some of them deserved) in the last few 
days by the BG News sportswriters, I 
can live with them as long as the shots 
were labeled as opinion and comment. 
However, I was amazed when I asked 
that I be given a chance to explain why 
we did what we did and I was promptly 
told by the sports editor, Terry 
Goodman, that this was not news and 
that I could only use the editorial page 
to express my side of the story. 
Having this avenue available, would 
you please consider the following brief 
comments about "The Miracle 
Machine." 
(1) DURING THE LAST two weeks 
at Bowling Green, a "miracle" of sorts 
has indeed taken place as a basketball 
team, mired in 10th place in the league 
standings, suddenly caught fire and for 
14 days was the talk of the campus as it 
forged a four-game winning streak (for 
the first time in four seasons) to move 
from 10th place to playing Miami for a 
share of first place last Wednesday 
night. 
We decided one of the best ways to 
honor this team for their 14-day effort, 
which once again brought basketball 
excitement back to campus for a few 
days, was to let our fans and students 
have an opportunity to place a name on 
the team which would signify to the 
nation what its modest achievements 
had meant to the University. 
when it comes to trying to get students 
and fans "turned on" at its athletic 
events. We have done some things, but 
we can do more of them. We wanted to 
get our fans involved with this miracle. 
But three things happened during the 
actual staging of the event which 
messed things up quite a bit. First, four 
of the five names weren't very good 
choices as it turned out. My apologies. 
My generation gap is showing. 
Secondly, I took too long trying to 
warm up the fans with such questions 
about "victory coats" and "beat 
Miami." Thirdly, we ran out of time 
and two basketball teams were turned 
loose before we had time to "revote" on 
the two most popular choices, "Miracle 
Machine" and "None of the Above." 
It's the straight stuff when I tell you 
Why were the Associated Press and 
United Press International ready to tell 
the nation about the BGSU miracle 
team if we had beaten Miami? 
Why was NBC Today Show in Chicago 
calling the Bowling Green basketball 
press box (for the first time ever) on 
Wednesday night to find out how we 
were doing against Miami? 
Why was ABC radio sports ready to 
call John Weinert on Thursday if we 
had beaten Miami? 
I say it is because Bowling Green did 
something in 14 days in February that 
isn't done very often in college 
basketball. We came within an inch of 
moving from last to first place in a 10- 
team league during a two-week period. 
'We came within an inch of moving from last to first place 
in a   10-team league during a two-week period. 
paulpourri 
dishing out the chores 
In my book, that's a miracle.' 
Living with three other I male) 
students for the last four quarters has 
been quite an experience. And sur- 
prisingly, we have gotten along very 
well, except in one area, the kitchen 
sink. 
Every effort to get in the habit of 
washing dishes regularly has gone 
do wn the drain. 
All four of us generally cook in- 
dividually throughout the day, using 
community   utensils   and   dishes. 
Accordingly, all four of us are to wash 
' hat which we use as we use it. 
It doesn't happen that way. 
EACH OF US HAS his own theory 
about the purpose of dishwashing and 
its place in the home. 
Jerry believes the time to wash 
dishes is just before using them, by 
pulling them out of the sink and 
washing them, in order to be sure 
nothing dirtied them while they sat in 
the cupboard. 
Brad feels everything should just 
soak after use, and then be washed a 
little later, say the next day. 
I believe we should wash them right 
away because that way you don't really 
need soap because nothing has dried on 
the plates yet. 
WE CAN SAVE UP to 75 cents a 
quarter that way. 
Or is it 25 cents every three 
quarters? 
Finally, Rich, who just moved in, 
feels his place is to let others do the 
washing, while he is willing to put 
things away after they have air-dried in 
the drainer. 
The conflict of philosophies has 
caused several arguments, including 
one last Sunday. 
All four of us had just finished a 
spaghetti dinner with tossed salad, 
garlic bread and cheesecake. 
I took my plates and started rinsing 
them. I even used a sponge to wipe the 
spaghetti sauce off. 
"YUK, DON'T LET Paul do those 
dishes, we'll just have to do them 
again.'Merrysaid. 
"What do you mean, 'again'?"I 
retorted. "You weren't going to do 
them in the first place." 
"Just let them soak," Brad 
suggested. 
"If you wash them, I'll put them 
away," Rich added. 
"At least use soap," Jerry said. 
"All right, you do them," I said. 
"I will, don't worry, I'll get to 
them," he replied. 
"Now!" I sharply responded. 
"Just let them soak," Brad 
suggested. 
"Ix)ok, I'll get to them, just let me do 
a couple of other things first," Jerry 
said. 
"If you don't do them, I will," I 
threatened. 
"You do and I'll get mad at you," 
Jerry returned, his voice rising. 
"JUST LET THEM soak," Brad 
suggested. 
I grabbed the sponge and started 
wiping. Jerry jumped at me and 
wrestled me to the floor, grabbing for 
the sponge. 
I hit him with it. He got up and put 
soap on it and handed it back to me. 
"Forget it," I said. "If you want it 
that bad, you do it." 
"I will, later," Jerry said. 
"Now!" I shouted. 
"Just let them soak," Brad 
suggested. 
We soaked Brad instead. 
BRAD GOT MAD and threw 
spaghetti at us. We returned with 
spoonfuls of sauce and a shower of 
croutons. Brad then hit Jerry with a jar 
of French dressing. Jerry hit Brad with 
a loaf of French bread. 
Not wanting to be left out. Rich 
poured milk down my back, so I hit him 
with my plate. 
Soon plates and silverware and pans 
and food were flying all over the kit- 
chen until the police arrived, respon- 
ding to a call from Garry upstairs. 
We were arrested and taken to the 
city building to be booked for disorderly 
conduct and negligent chores. All four 
of us sat dejectedly in one cell. 
"At least here we won't have to do 
dishes," Jerry said. 
Paul Untern, a lousy cook and worse 
dishwasher, is editorial editor of the 
News. 
Having only 48 hours to operate, we 
didn't have time to go out looking for 
the right name. So we came up with a 
list of possible names, including "None 
of the Above" since we wanted to be 
sure to give everyone a chance to ex- 
press their opinion about naming our 
team. 
We were not try ing to name this team 
for what it may still do this season. We 
were not trying to name this team for 
next year. We were not trying to 
replace the nickname "Falcons." We 
were trying to give the fans an op- 
portunity to say "Thank you, Bowling 
Green basketball, for two weeks of 
excitement and enjoyment." 
(2) OUR MOTIVE was good. Our 
method looked good but wound up in a 
mess. In the past, the athletic depar- 
tment hasn't exactly gone overboard 
tHWUK-iM^o* ST**. 
that it was in the game plan that there 
would have been a second vote if we had 
the time to do it. Ididn'twanttohaveto 
make the decision that I did. But I 
made it. And our team is the "Miracle 
Machine" for this season. 
(3) THERE'S BEEN a lot of talk in 
the sports page about this basketball 
team just doing its usual thing and that 
these "mini-miracles" are only part of 
a publicity man's dream. If so, answer 
me the following questions: After a 
series of BGSU originated phone calls, 
why was Sports Illustrated ready to 
consider sending a writer to follow this 
team (7-11,5-3 MAC) if we had beaten 
Miami? 
Why was I.arry Donald of Basketball 
Weekly set up to interview John 
Weinert on Thursday if we had beaten 
Miami? 
IN MY BOOK, that's a miracle. In 
the eyes of the nation, that's a miracle. 
In the eyes of the BG News sports 
editor, that's just routine business. 
(4) We tried something the other day. 
We tried to get our students involved 
with athletics again. We're going to try 
again, too. We're going to try to meet 
you halfway. And if we can look our- 
selves in the mirror every day and say, 
"I did a good job today in try ing to keep 
students involved and excited about 
athletics at Bowling Green," we will be 
doing our job. 
P.S. It may only be a routine an- 
nouncement, but we are going to win a 
Mid-American Conference cham- 
pionship next year. Be ready! 
Bob Moyers Is University Sports 
Information Director. 
BCRM AGAIN... AND AGAIN... AND AGAIN... letters to th<  
responses to frank opinion of women 
Editor's note: The News has 
received several letters responding to a 
letter by Brent Frank (February 7) 
which suggested the drinking behavior 
of women on campus is "appalling and 
childish." 
Excerpts of the responses follow, 
with the author listed immediately 
afterward. Copies of the full letters and 
any additional responses will be for- 
warded to Frank in lieu of publication. 
define decency 
"Frank states there is no decency 
among females, yet he does not define 
what he means by decency. Since 
decency is a personal judgment, we do 
not know what he means when he 
passes judgment over all females... 
"In our opinion, many men giving the 
females beer are not looking to attain 
friendship, but rather the very thing 
The BTi Hews 
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Frank mentioned-hardship... 
"We are sure there are women who 
are as much against drinking as Frank 
seems to be, but drinking beer does not 
automatically make a person appalling 
and childish." 
Kim   R- Strausser 
Elizabeth   A.    Peterka 
224   Batchelder 
don't generalize 
"The primary mistake you make is 
the great generalization about the 
'women at BGSU.' You fail to realize, 
however, that it is quite impossible to 
make such a generality about every 
woman at BGSU... 
"You're saying that if a female 
carries two characteristics-being 
overweight and drinking beer-then she 
is a 'bad' person. I've learned that 
there is beauty and good in every 
person, male or female. But it takes a 
very special type of person to seek out 
those good qualities, and not be so 
disenchanted and pessimistic about a 
very small fraction of the total BGSU 
female population." 
Debbie  Muchnicki 
307West 
three methods 
"I have to agree that the majority of 
men on this campus only want 'frien- 
dship' for their beer. This has become 
obvious to me, although their means of 
execution differ. So far, I have been 
approached with methods one, two and 
three. 
"Method     one...The     man     in 
qustion...walks up to a girl and asks her 
to dance. Once on the dance floor, he 
subtly places her hands on his wares. 
"Method two...differs in that it is 
administered vocally...(T)he man 
simply asks the girl with whom he is 
dancing, 'Do you want to go to bed?'... 
''Method three...is actually a group 
project...done at a party of some 
type...(M)en are positioned by every 
possible light switch and impress the 
girls by periodically turning the lights 
off. They further awe them by wooing 
as they walk by. 
"All of these methods are equally 
effective...However, I strongly suggest 




don't judge others relate as peers 
"If I were the only woman at BG who 
didn't drink, then this letter probably 
wouldn't have been written. The fact is, 
though, that I know of a fine group of 
young men and women who can be 
happy without the aid of alcohol...There 
are some women in BG who don't drink, 
who attend their classes and who aren't 
childish or appalling in behavior... 
"So, you must realize that not all of 
the women, and not all of the men in BG 
drink. As for their behavior when they 
are drunk-who are we to judge, 
because we're not perfect, either. 
Donna   Nemac 
113 Treadway 
1.1  i i ,n ,        a 
don't ask to change      ,,lo9'cal remarks 
"(A) few women on campus don't feel 
classes are necessary, but generally, 
most women attend their classes, ob- 
viously because of the time and money 
invested in their college career... 
"Just because you have good times 
without beer, don't put down others who 
enjoy drinking beer... 
"I won't ask you to change your at- 
titudes or views, as you expected of the 
women of BG, because this is an 
unreasonable request... 
"Every person is entitled to his own 
views and only an irrational person 
would expect to change the views of 
many people just to satisfy his own 
means." 
Janet   Houston 
413   Lowry 
"Not only are your remarks sexist, 
chauvinistic and prejudice, they are 
also illogical. How Is it that you regard 
yourself qualified to claim that every 
female on the BG campus is a beer- 
drinking slob? I think you owe quite a 
few women an apology... 
"I resent your innuendos. I am one 
coed who does not drink, who has never 
missed one class in two years, and who 
for that matter has some (class)... 
"The 'classless' females you refer to 
are a subset of the superset of all BGSU 
females...Likewise, the group of 
males at BGSU that treats females 
with respect are merely a subset of the 
superset of all males at BGSU." 
Linda Lee Weber 
401  McDonald  North 
"I believe one cannot truthfully 
expect friendship in return for an en- 
dless supply of beer, but rather, as the 
result of an initial attempt at friend- 
ship... 
"I am attempting to point out the 
detrimental effect that a biased per- 
spective can have on shaping a per- 
sonal and-or public opinion... 
"(I suggest) that male students 
might relate to female students as 
peers, rather than as members of a 
separate group who needs to be 
reminded how to behave. 
David Toerne 
325 E. Broadway 
Maumee, Ohio 
frank's apology 
"I sounded as If I were cutting down 
the females of this University. I plead 
quilty. and I'm sorry for It, because I 
generalized when I should have been 
specific... 
"My only point in that last letter was 
to make each female ask herself, 'Do I 
drink too much?' Granted, a few social 
drinks are not bad, but continually 
pounding the brew every weekend 
weakens the weak female, or the strong 
female as well... 
"I was not trying to downgrade the 
female, so I am sorry if I generalized 
too much in the letter." 
Brent Frank 
347 Bromfield 
Day in Review 
•^ From Aitooated Pr»ti *#porti 
Uncle Sam still stuck with white elephants 
Still bristling over the star-spangled earmuffs you got for Christmas? 
Consider poor Uncle Sam. He's got a room full of "unique" gifts from foreign dignitaries 
such as: 
-A stuffed bear's head that Soviet leader I,eonid Brezhnev once presented to former 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. 
-An orange, green and black watercolor that Korean President Park Chung-hee gave to 
former Speaker of the House Carl Albert. 
--Or the oriental rug with the seal of the Pakistan Air Force in the middle that was 
presented to Gen. George S. Brown, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
The items are among 1,200 logged by the General Services Administration since 1974 when 
it took charge of handling foreign gifts. 
Along with dozens of watches, silver tea sets, engraved cigarette boxes, silk scarves and 
carved elephants - and a wooden map of Gabon - they are kept in a vault deep in the 
basement of a downtown govenunent building, normally seen only by an omnipresent 
electric eye. 
Many of the more desirable items, like the $100,000 diamond from the President of Zaire to 
the late Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-Minn.. are on public display in museums. Some gifts, 
such as the Baluch rug from Pakistan, are being used by the State Department for official 
government business - a practice encouraged by the GSA. 
If the gifts keep piling up, the government may consider selling off some of the items, 
possibly at auction. 
Since the spy satellite fell from orbit, 
Canadian and U.S. scientific teams have 
been searching a 50,000-square mile area 
for radioactive fragments. 
Canada has recovered several pieces of 
the satellite near and east of the Great 
Slave Lake. A few lightly radioactive 
chunks were found Sunday near the Indian 
community of Snowdrift and were being 
shipped to search headquarters at Namao 
military base. 
University to haul ash 
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Rhodes calls for special 
arbitrators in coal strike 
Gov. James A. Rhodes asked President 
Carter yesterday to name three special 
arbitrators to try to give new life to 
stagnated national contract talks between 
striking coal miners and coal operators. 
In a telegram to the president, the 
governor noted that the bargaining parties 
have had 130 days to reach agreement on a 
pact, and that the strike had reached its 
70th day. He warned at a news conference 
of dire consequences in Ohio and 
elsewhere if it was not settled. 
"Ohio is facing the immediate layoff of 
750,000 workers and the possible closing of 
many schools. The coal strike will soon 
affect every family in Ohio," the telegram 
said. 
Rhodes, on three previous occasions 
dating back to Jan. 23, had asked the 
president to intervene personally in the 
negotiations. He indicated he now thinks a 
panel of three arbitraters named by the 
president might be better, but Rhodes 
didn't elaborate. 
In another development, Environmental 
Protection Agency Director Ned E. 
Williams announced a public hearing for 
Thursday to develop guidelines for the 
temporary lifting of air quality standards 
as a coal conservation device. 
Federal and state standards were 
claxed effective yesterday to permit 
itilities and industries to burn coal without 
ising pollution control equipment. That 
vill permit utilities to conserve about one 
oercent of their remaining coal and extend 
heir coal supplies by one or two days, 
according to Williams. 
Cutbacks, layoffs cause 
Carter to get 'involved' 
Mandatory power cutbacks were or- 
dered in Indiana because of the 70-day-old 
nationwide coal strike yesterday, and 
President Carter directed Labor Secretary 
Ray Marshall to "get personally involved" 
in talks between the United Mine Workers 
and the soft coal industry. 
With coal stockpiles dwindling, other 
states were also within days of ordering 
power cutbacks. In Indiana and West 
Virginia, tens of thousands of workers 
feared layoffs as early as this week. 
But a split in the UMW, which earlier 
scuttled a proposed settlement, widened, 
and a spokesman for the Bituminous Coal 
Operators Association said no decision had 
been made on when bargaining would 
resume. 
Deputy White House Press Secretary 
Rex Granum said Marshall would meet 
with representatives of coal producers 
today. A White House official said Carter 
wanted to convey the message "that it is 
extremely important that the negotiations 
get back on track." 
Earlier yesterday, Carter's spokesman 
said the president still had no plans to seek 
a court order forcing miners back to work 
and the White House did not plan to bring 
the two sides together in a face-to-face 
meeting there. The federal government 
did take steps to help utilities share 
electricity. 
Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., had 
called on Carter to invoke the Taft-Hartley 
Act to suspend the walkout, but that action 
was not taken. 
Canada seeks repayment 
for spy satellite cleanup 
Canada's foreign minister said 
yesterday his government will ask the 
So viet Union to pay more than $1 million as 
the cost of recovering radioactive debris 
from a Russian nuclear satellite that fell 
on the Canadian tundra. 
External Affairs Secretary Donald 
Jamieson also said the Canadians will 
demand the United Nations adopt "a 
stronger regime" to prevent space ac- 
cidents such as the disintegration of the 
satellite, Cosmos 954, on Jan. 24 over 
sparsely populated northern Canada. 
Jamieson said Canada has officially 
concluded the radioactive metal objects 
found in the Northwest Territories were 
"indeed debris from a Russian satellite" 
and has so informed the Soviet Union and 
UN. Secretary General Kurt Walkheim 
the first steps toward demands for com- 
pensation. 
Begin wants negotiations, 
U.S. mediation in Mideast 
Prime Minister Menachem Begin 
reaffirmed yesterday that the hotly 
contested issue of Israeli settlements was 
open for negotiation and he welcomed 
resumption of U.S. mediation of the 
Mideast conflict. 
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, 
meanwhile, capped his eight-nation bid for 
international political support with a 
meeting at the Vatican with Pope Paul VI. 
The pope urged that international 
guarantees be provided for Jerusalem's 
holy places in any future settlement. 
Begin was in a conciliatory mood at a 
news conference yesterday after sharply 
criticizing U.S. Mideast policy on Sunday. 
Apparently underlining his willingness 
to bargain, Begin confirmed a weekend 
report by Israeli radio that his government 
has halted its expansion of Sinai set- 
tlements. He did not elaborate. Israel was 
sharply criticized by Egypt for its Jan. 8 
decision to "strengthen" existing set- 
tlements by increasing their size and 
population during peace talks. 
The radio said Defense Minister Ezer 
Weizman halted the bulldozers that were 
leveling ground for new houses at set- 
tlements in northeastern Sinai. Begin's 
confirmation came in answer to a 
question. 
However, the prime minister left the 
impression Israel will fight any move to 
disband settlements. He said all Israel 
political factions, except the minority 
Moscow-aligned Communist Party, op- 
posed removal of the outposts. 
At its weekly Sunday meeting, Israel's 
cabinet accused Secretay of State Cyrus R. 
Vance of "taking sides" against Israel in 
Mideast mediation. 
Former Gestapo chief 
given Nazi salute at burial 
Nazi salutes by several mourners 
marked the burial yesterday of convicted 
war criminal Herbert Kappler in Soltau, 
West Germany, where he died of cancer 
after fleeing an Italian prison hospital. 
At least four men raised their right arms 
in the banned gesture as they filed past 
Kappler's grave, lined with pine branches, 
to scatter dirt or flowers on his brown 
wood coffin. 
Police estimated 100 people filled a 
cemetary chapel for the funeral. At least 
another 100 stood outside on the snowy 
grounds, listening to the service over 
loudspeakers. 
"Be a just judge," Protestant 
clergyman Dr. Ernest Wilm, a Nazi 
concentration camp victim, prayed for 
Kappler. "Grant our brother a new life." 
"The common word of God united us," 
Wilm said in his eulogy, referring to his 
acquaintance with Kappler after World 
War II while serving as a chaplain to 
German war criminals imprisoned 
abroad. 
Until last August, Kappler, former 
Gestapo chief of Rome, was serving a life 
sentence in Italy for the reprisal 
executions of 335 hostages in Rome in 1944. 
He died Thursday at age 70 in his wife's 
apartment over a downtown Soltau 
pharmacy, where she brought him after 
smuggling him out of the Roman hospital. 
Kappler, wasted to 97 pounds, died of 
stomach cancer for which he had been 
hospitalized. 
At graveside, a man wearing sun glasses 
called out to Kappler in the name of the 
"Greater German Wehrmacht armed 
forces." 
"But what you are, have the courage to 
be fully. You, Herbert Kappler, acted on 
orders. You did what every German of- 
ficer would have done. 
EPA requires electrostatic 
By Cheryl Geschke 
Staff Reporter 
The Ohio Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) 
recently told University 
officials to haul ash. 
Charles L. Codding, 
director of the University 
Physical Plant, said the EPA 
requires that the University 
install     an     electrostatic 
precipitator by July, 1979. 
The $1 million precipitator 
will remove paniculate 
matter from the air and 
collect smoke before it 
leaves the stack. After a 
large amount accumulates, 
it will be hauled away, 
Codding said. 
THE     PRECIPITATOR 
works similar to a hair 
comb, charged with elec- 
tricity, that picks up scraps 
of paper. Static electrodes in 
the "big black box," 60 feet 
high and 12 feet wide, con- 
tinuously will collect ashes 
so that only heat will come 
from the smokestack, 
Codding said. 
Valentine's Day prompts 
Bridal Fair presentation 
In celebration of Valen- 
tine's Day, the local Fashion 
Merchandising Association 
iFMA) is presenting its 
second annual Bridal Fair 
from 7-10 p.m. today in the 
Grand Ballroom, Union. 
Display booths, a style 
show and a silent auction will 
be featured at the fair, which 
is free and open to the public- 
Merchants from Toledo 
and the city will display 
wedding preparations from 
invitations to travel 
arrangements, according to 
FMA member Joanne 
Schoeni. 
About 20 merchants will be 
on hand to answer questions 
about various services, she 
said. 
The style show, sponsored 
by The tabby, 105 S. Main 
St.;   Carousel   Dress   and 
Beauty Shoppe, 100 S. Main 
St.; Pfisterer's-Gladieux 
Clothiers, 101 N. Main St.; 
and Cross's Men's Wear, 147 
N. Main St.. will begin at 8:30 
p.m. 
University students will 
model men's and women's 
sportswear, followed by 
bridal attire. Schoeni said 
antique gowns from the 1800s 
and 1900s will be featured. 
Also, tuxedos, bridal 
gowns and bridesmaids' 
gowns will be modeled. 
Schoeni said that those 
attending the Bridal Fair 
may want to bring money for 
the silent auction. 
The auction involves of- 
fering a written bid for a 
display item. At the end of 
the evening the highest 
bidder has the opportunity to 
buy the item for the bidded 
price. 
Money collected from the 
auction    will 
FMA's   Home 
Scholarship. 
go    toward 
Economics 
Codding said he thinks the 
state legislature will pay for 
the precipitator's in- 
stallation. 
"We applied to the Ohio 
Board of Regents and they 
dropped it in the lap of the 
EPA and I don't know how it 
stands at the moment," he 
said. 
It will be six weeks before 
a final decision is made, he 
added. 
THE     UNIVERSITY     is 
responsible for finding a 
consulting firm to design the 
accessory and hire a private 
contractor to install it. 
Money to operate the 
equipment will come from 
the University's operating 
budget. 
It will have a considerable 
power load, increasing the 
University's electric bill, 
('(Hiding said. But he said he 
could not estimate the 
amount of the increase. 
The precipitator will be 
installed on the ground south 
of the smokestack. Codding 
said. 
"You won't be able to see 
the stack, it's that big," 
Codding said. 
Codding said the EPA also 
requires $460,000 of changes 
in the University's boiler 
system. Those funds also 
will come from the state 
legislature, he said. 
Read The News 
Grand Ballroom to blossom 
with spring fashion show 
In spite of the recent bad weather, 
spring will arrive early at the University 
in the form of a fashion show, to be 
presented by the Board of Black Cultural 
Activities. 
"A Fashion Blend for You" is the event's 
theme, and, according to Denise Black, 
senior, the board's public relations 
representative, the name is based on "the 
blending of spring colors as well as races." 
Since this is the first time such an event 
has been sponsored, the board wishes to 
'' make it as big as possible,'' Black said. 
Invitations to the show, starting at9 p.m. 
Feb. 25 in the Grand Ballroom, Union, 
have been sent to various University 
executives and officials. 
STUDENTS AND instructors will be 
modeling spring and summer fashions 
including swimsuits, casual wear and 
evening  clothes,  Black  explained.     A 
special wedding scene entitled "A Wed- 
ding Bell Extravaganza" highlights the 
events with clothes and flowers supplied 
by local merchants. 
The board's purpose is to "let people 
become aware of their culture," Black 
said, adding that this group differs from 
the Black Student Union in that it is more 
social than politically oriented. 
Social activities sponsored by the board 
include Black History' Week, which took 
place earlier this year, benefit dinners and 
other cultural-oriented activities. Black 
indicated that more events had been 
scheduled for this year, but the inclement 
weather prevented them. 
The show and following disco dance is 
open to the public and the admission is $2. 
Black said that it will be a semi-formal 
affair, and persons in the audience should 
not wear jeans. Persons with questions 
should contact Black at 372-6949. 
C^CU    with a live 
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Subs 
The Word 
The word at Pisancllo's is hot 
submarine sandwiches. Italian, 
ham. ham and cheese, salami, 
salami and cheese, meatball, roast 
beef. A sub never had it so good. 
103 N. Main Bowling CrHn —  352-5144 
FREE DEUVEh.'      $1.70 minimum 
IIL-LVLL 
EGW #^sr 
is pleased to announce 
their new actives: 





Kathy Kohlman Palli Sponsler 
Brenda Ley Lori Stotz 
Sue Milhouse                        Linda Toth 
THE SISTERS OF 
CHI OMEGA 
WOULD LIKE TO WISH 
THEIR FAVORITE MEN 
A VERY HAPPY 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
World Student Association 
"Projections to the 21st Century" 
Tuesday, February 14 
1:30 p.m. Alumni Room 
Professor Jerry Wicks, Sociology:     "World 
Population   in    the   21st   Century,   Current 
Expectations." 
Wednesday, February 15 
2:30 p.m. White Dogwood Suite 
Professor William Reichert, and Steven I.udd, 
Department  of   Political  Science,   "Political 
Conditions in the 21st Century." 
7:30Gish Theatre 1105 Hanna Hall) 
Movie THX  1138.    Following the film Tom 
Wymer, Associate Professor of English, will 
comment on the film. 
Thursday, February 16 
7:00 p.m. GishTheatre 1105 Hanna Hall) 
Professor     William     Hoskins,     Marketing 
Department, "Multi- National Business in the 

























































WE LOVE YAH! 
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r HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY 
^WT^#i»   on 
PHi Kappa TM WMI you 
N 
/^N 
| Htm VihnHM't Day Cnij, 
¥ny MM 
w 
I wi WV VHV ! 
Rasas an Red 
VMtttmBlM 
Somaew Owtj I Bij M«j 
":, To {M-taw-fton 
|Happy Valentine's Day to JLJ,;j; 
* -The fox with nice cheeks. «w 
love LJ. 
JIM & Tim, have « Happy 
Valentine's Day, 'Mom & 
Dadl" You're SOOPER! 
Lots of Love, The Stall. 
still crazy alter lust 1 year 
P.8. Is this my Valentine:j 
love 
§  Happy VaJanhWs Day ANI 
ftwi MVT tuiwy iWBi 
Happy V.D. ::: 
Thanks tor being you   a 
love Jennifer ff 
• .y 
tWre the Groatejr, Bij Mia,':: 
Dtot & Dids Forever 
WMiUn- 
T-BMr 
AWIWIJII we're miss apart, ijf 
;. to you I e>e my haaJfJ* 
May we find sunshine 
and rainbows together 
love 
"::.     Alemap 
Happy Valentine's Day     •« 
2nd floor lows Compton   £ 
love     # 
"•:.   June and lynn^ 
1 Sigma Ctfs make jreat 
em koap wrpmej! 
Valerrtiie j Day 
WV8  UDflM 
¥m$T^ Mfk, 
i     Happy VaianriN'i Day 
sMeetbal J^ love 
/ 
ALPHA ANGELS: Just lo 
My how much w« low you 
A to My how much wr 
care. Jut i to thank you tor 
the mrmeortes & the 
happy momenta that we 
share. Valentine Love, 
. BrorheraolAPHIA. 
SANDY: To a really sweet 
and wonderful girl. Happy 
Valentine's Day. Love 
Always, Brian. 
Jennifer, Vie* should gel 
together on this special 
day with a Nestles Crunch 
Bar cus' it's more Fun 
|;   Munch! Your Frito 
'•;. Friend, 
"•::.      D.J. 
f>  
8    Have I told you lately.? 
Lava John bay 
Tom. How can I find the 
•hinlng words The glowing 
phrase that tells. All that 
your love has meant to me. 
All  that  your  friendship | 
;.       spells? "Skept" 
Poothie': 
and Robbie:   just to say 
! LOVE TOD 
This is Valentines Day!. 
EUus J 
)rel.      thank     you     for' 
(keeping me warm through j 
'the    Blizzard... I'll    neverj 
::. forget   it .Happy Valen^ 
•;. tine's Day. Love, 
■;;,       Judy. 
Ardie: Happy Valentine's 
Day to the person who tills 
our hearts as well as our 
stomachs. Love. The 
Brothersol Kappa Sigma. 
Tou Brighten all my days 
Happy Valentine's Day 
I love you 
Babe Tick! 
jfjudy^ 
Sandina, all my lave your way 
Judy 
I the temperature may be cold 
but you wanned my heart,' 
Happy Valentine's Day 
let's make It June 
:..       love Joe 
i     my precious valentine 
::. wit love 
"
::. rick 
To the girl 
who let me torget chris evert; 
thank you dndy 
Happy Valentine's 
"■■■  love levin 
Valentine's 
Day! I hope we can spend 
any more together I 
lave you so much. 
Remember . I want us i 
be the happiest couple 
the  world!    I Love  Yo 
^0»**"J*eV     .::;:::::: 
I     Happy VelerrtWt Day 
Dear 'Cupe,' Happy 
Valentine's Day, May our 
love continue to rise, until the 
sun tets In the East. Love 
'id'. 
J.::.. 
Orewauff    it wont bo lue» you n 
mo  in  Uo"l« unit!  I alvo erodll 
t    OVO.        Ktrdat    to   IhO 
WirUei.    uStorior    no'lva*   to 
TrJiTWeWi It lntOm«r»     OiM.lng.'O 
B«'0»nn«.     Bath.cv.     4      Oat, 
"hervtaw-to two SMfjltotti 4 nSo 
•sasAtttflul    •rCntn    o'   MOC    Watt 
V* »>Hjn»    t IOVO vow an. atom 
Mark 
Tou are my everything 
Happy Valentine's Day 
Love always 
"
:::.      Cathy, 
Lot's koop I fir a Ion) timei 
Dam 
the best big brother ever 
Happy Valentines Day 
'::.      love Michelle, 
Tom, 
when times are good 
or times are bad 
111 always be there 
:..   Love Sue 
GOLDEN HEARTS ol SIGMA 
PHI EPStLOM Thar*, for baing 
">«■ bait group ol iiitio utaa. on 
• G ■% campus vowr lima 4 
ttHiiajntfijlnaM art opar««atM 
mor^ thon you'll a**r know 
Haopy Vatoniino-i Day to i 
ona ol you. Lova, Your Si« I 
Brother* 
To Cave Cheeks 
Happy Valentine's Day 
1 year ot hot and 
':.      Love Mxse 
Happy  Valentine's   Day   to 
Pat & Windy. Pal—hope you 
lind a  man &  Mlndy. hope 
"    you can keep yours. 
\ Who. ' 
#Jim-  ^-: 
I   Happy Valentine's Day 
■\   to a super big brother! jjj 
Love Lisa £ 
Happy ValMtiM't Day 
tiroai a speaaf frierw. 
Papilly, though now there 
seem to be so many—you're 
still Hie one I Trunks up 
always. Your Alpha Sig Bro. 
Babbit ears 
ana Tea another day lor youi 
and me 
Love always mark 
^ 
Happy V.D> to the Sen ; 
mucks—Mom. Dad. Brat. ■ 
Dumb B , Retard, the- j 
Spinsters. Cousin Angie. 
Sony, and Sister , 
,Grandpaand Gr— ■
T«   "   TM   faanilf   «••»   ,p^\ 
DM   (MOT).   Nimaw.   la*.. 
Oraav   Nk» I Ha Q'a*.i   etMstf 
•s*   .ivT   aart.j Haaa   -< 
t-wit   •$• at (law M •>• -«r. 
• at   -mt-o       Bama-rMH'     ttx 




J      Happy Valentine'j Day 
*    and eleven morrrtu, carol 
-leva lany 
Doas tte tap your sinjirsj 
vtloTTtine? Happy 
Veletiiej Day! 
•:.     I lava You! 
Bob- al my love anne 
BEN I LOVE YOU 
OH SO MUCH 
■■-.. 
I'm thinldoo of you! 
Chuck 
■ Julir (Juby Moky), I know I 
don't   tell   you   this   very 
' olten, but you're one of the , 
"best little sisses a Sig Ep 
•;.   could have. 
"• Love. Bill. 
Happy Valentine's Day. 
Sherman! Win or lose, 
you'll take first place with 
me. Thanks for the sur- 
prise. Love, your Dit 
"  Date. 
— To say you are.. 
'something  special  would be ant. 
understatement. So I take this;; 
I time to reassure you that I'mi' 
; yours and my love is alwaysy 
■ there.   Happy Valentine's Days,' 
"I.    Love. Kevin. 
Happy VatantiM'i Day 
Martha love Marty 
I      Happy VelemWj 
Day Babe, M. 
le*** •»>•»■ . 
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r HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY ^i 
Rock, you're the best, you're 
the greatest and sweetest in 
all me land, the others aren't 
Important, cause I know 
you're the biggest manl 
•Love, 'Lll Rock. 
Alpha Chi't 
Tomato—you're the best Big 
Ml' sit could have.    Hope 
you Valentine's Day is a nice 
one. Nancy. 
Tour formal was great 
Bet ready (or mine 
all my love 
:. JBJ 
In ihto vtrat a mwiii 
here Urn For T.T. It G.G.. 
our two tpocial gtfyt). 
Ahhoyfh w«'r« no poeta 
w* wanted to ahart, a wtoh 
full of lov* to you'll know 
that w« caret Nancy 
cm*. 
when   It  comet  to' 
animal magnetism, 1 can't 
< let  a  Daygo  by  without j 
• saddling   up     to   my, 
:i. SPUMONI  PONY. 
'".. Love. 
"•'•:..   King. 
Linda, thanks ao much far 
tha peat yaar and a half: 
n't really been great. I 
hope are have many more 
to     follow. Happy 
Valentin*'! Day! (You're 
really apaclal) Lov*. Sieve., 
dear  Polish  Prince: 
"Everybody has a dream", 
and you're mine! With lovea 
;   from    your     Valentine., 
•:.(5-5-2-2-goo< 
••• buddy). 
snowfrofls, a blizzard, 
in 
Take care cl Freida 
■-:.. love De 
Jeannle, a meal started it off, 
a Blizzard left us knowing, 
we're right for one another, 
let's keep It going. Happy 
Valentine's Day, Love, 
Kevin. 
Happy V.D to 
Mom, Kringle 
•:. and the kids! 
•:.Love, forever, 
Steve 
'To the men of 2nd old Sohl;: 







Stay hearty! Klssy Klssy! Ki 
Ki.  Kruser,  Koo.  etc.  P.S. 
Life Isn't a bowl of cherries 
but  then  cherries  aren't 
. bowl of life! 
/**v::::::: 
I       Kathy 
"  you are Hie love of my life 
Jim 
* HtWMi is on the 2nd floor 
Jack, I just want you to know 
I'll always love you, even 
when I'm Oscar. Be my 
Valentine! Love, Lou. 
Or. Charles Eahle: 
I've got a schoolgirl crush 
:. on you Let's go rock-j 
":. hunting together 
8     To my women of 
8      Phi Mu Happy 
Dear Ken, Happy V.D. & 
after 4 yrs. you will always 
be the greatest. I.L.u.v.M. 
Love, your Dingbat. 
I love You & 
y**\..;:;::!i 
$ David Ryan 
'•':. Don't accept any Valentine'* i 
gf   loon     y 
I      Happy Valei ntine's Day 
lava it £ 
tboitjheotefJp 
""... Yiu're takeni 
Mike, Roses are red, Violets 
are blue. Wish things were 
better, but I still care tor 
you! Have a good day! 
Love. Beth (Mint). 
Don. Happy "•$• VaknlWei 
Day) I hope we Mil there 
many. many mere 
Valentine* tofethetr! I 
think I'm the luck teat fill 
la woftd becauae I have 
you. You ate very apaclal 
lo me ft I love you very, 
very much. "Y. 
loiether. forever, through 
\ whatever I love you 
much, I>iei 
Stick: Happiness comes of 
the capacity to feel deeply, to 
enloy simply, to think freely. 






You've akerayt been, ana! 
■Ways ww, Wt VlHTfatnl, 
:.. Uw, Sateen 
Dear Chuck, when you think 
back on BG, remember the 
times we've smiled. I c-»n't 
thank you enough. Love, 
• • Reggie and Charlies Mom. 
I      Veraend 
Alpha art 
Jan, Pam, Beth & 
Jane. Jusi a little note to 
let you know that I miss 
you more than Florida's 
tunny shore, Happy | 
■Valentine's Day. 
'•;.. Steve. 
,fr'ur Ste'$ "»: 
Pi KappaPhl just want!: 
I to tell our   guys  we  think- 
*they treat us mighty line 
::,& we  want    them   to 
':._ be   our 
'••••      Valentine. 
Penny, a secret • 
[admirer from afar knows 
(on Tuesdays at 4:25 wherei 
I.you   arel   Happy ValenJ 
"•.   tine's Day. 
ne MAC. as my new little 
sis, I want to tell you that I'm 
as proud of you as a Sig Ep 
could be. Love, Bill. 
The    Brothers   of    KAPPA 
ALPHA  PSI  wish a  Happy 
Valentine's     Day    to    the 
_    KAPPA        KITTENS        8. 
"IsSweethearts. Yo Baby! 
Happy   Valentine's   Day  to 
our     Alpha     Sigma     Phi 
Brothers    We  think  you're 
:;  ttie greatest!  Love, Tami «- 
:..p»»y. 
Happy Valentine's Day 
Cutlel I love you a bushel & a 
peck & a barrel & a heap & 
I'm singing In my sleep about, 
". you...now don't drop 
*:; nickels! Love you. Sue. 
Paul, sharing in your love 
hat been & will forever be 
the richest blessing in my 
life. Happy Valentin 
) Day, with love ah 
'•:. Debbie. 
Sappy 
Vdanftiai Day   Alexis! 
! hope we can have 
many more 
. love 
'":.. the Roving 
Ralph, 
Happy valentine'i Day      jo 
'■■:..  lava MeWe^^ 
This coupon good for 




never a dull moment to have- 
you for my valentine 
I think! keep you, 
.vffli much love 
"::.. Jack 
Princess 'amela—This week 
was rough, but I love you 
more for it . ■• „L Columbus 
was fun. Love, Chuck. 
S      Sat, Kin, Paula, 
Bast roomies ever! 
Janaiee!!! 
"::.     Happy VJ>. 
'•':..\m, Pa. 
To the guys at apts, 
2 and . at ait 
. "Happiness makes up in 
'*": height for what It 
"
:::     In length." 
"".:..% and 
1
 play no games, me and 
you; Just 3 special word- 
S-PEEK-A-BOO!    Happy 
;   "National-Kiss—Your—H- 
;, oney" Day! 
Happy Hearts Day top-my 
honey Steve. it's been a 
fantastic 10 mos. I'm looking* 
forward to moregreattimes. 
>  l love you, Debi. 
' VWett""::. 
are blue   ::. 
You're tha Greatest Man   ;:: 
H%    Weal Lave Yo«        SB 
'3*  The Brafhan of   JT 
f MAC, ; SURPRISE/1! 
* Be rea«V for the nexti 
Big Mae Attack-, 
"::.l leva You 
'"::.. Undo. 
I      "Quick  Claude"     ;j; 
•;;.  Sappy Valentines Day   jg 
":.     We love 
":..   c and 
rv you    Jr 
/■"N 
all of us, to all of you...: 
Happy 7.D. 
the brothers of 
:..Delta Tau 
I   Jack, Barb & Tan Tram 
n Youl aWeyj be remembered t 
'::. A« the Greatest 3 in 
*":.. Kathy 
[Sappy Valentine's Day to the' 
Sig Dps and their gals 
:..      The 
"
:::..Drims 
Tou are my fountain of 
life with a smilin' face 
Love, Cat 
ATO Little Sis' are the 
greatest! Happy Valentine's 
Day from the Brothers of 
Alpha Tau Omega. 
EM 
Have a Happy VaUotna't 
IJa\y 1N»y M ttWtf 
lavaBI 
GEM-Please be my 
Valentine forever and 
constantly. You are my one 
and only love, JAW. 







I haaeiane faea, 
a body to fha-        ii: 
your fjentie rtatun^r 
■m\m ny heart Aaw^ 
MAP! 
Ad staff neaded I more and,: 
of eotirsa, you were the 
:. any logical choice 
Lava, T.0. 






Tl Programmable 59—Computer-like capabilities for 
professionals in business, science, engineering. 
• AOS Ugaomc operating system allow* May. Rreight forward probiam 
aolviOB. Kay In your problem left to right. iu« aa you would raid or write rt 
In standard mathematical terms 
* Up to 980 program atapa or up to 100 memoriae. Whan integrated with the 
Master Library Module delivers up to 5000 atapa. 
e Over 175 tunctlona and operations in scientific, engineering and etatiattcal 
fields 
e Sold Stete Software'" - Prewritten program* which one* occupied aknoat 
2 dozen magnetic carde have been encapsulated in a tiny plastic module 
that simply plugs into the calculator. 
e Maater Library Module-25 different programs are available at the touch 
of a key. Gives professionals an instant "tool kit" in key areas: Math. 
Statistics. Finance. General Interest. 
e Optional library module* to be available In applied ateti«tic*. reel errata 
•
v
   investment, aviation, marine navigation and surveying. 
e Blank magnetic cards to record custom programs. Magnetically 
recorded program can tie into programs in the sokd-stst* library 
modules. 
e Bright 12-charecter LED display shows 10 digits plus sign in 
standard formal. 8 digit mantisss. 2 digit exponent and 2 signs in 
scientific notation. Also will display in engineering notation. 
Fixed or floating decimal point. 
Texas Instruments 
TICQ Progr omrnoble *Jw 
Sugg. Retail $299.95 
Our Price    $249.99 
SR-40—The electronic slide-rule calculator with 
extra functions. Ideal for college students and pro- 
fessionals. 
• Texas Instruments tuccMSOf to '''•' SR 50A  All the power you associate 
with the SR 50A and more is now available m Texas Inst.uments SR 40 
• Exl(a 'unctions students and professionals need versatile 
memory, percent constant roots and powers, common and natural 
logarithms, reciprocal' -ons and scientific nota- 
tion   Plus fMrentheMt tH   '                                      "'! ronverS'Ons 
• Natural straightforward operation with TIs unique Algebraic 
Operating System featuring *ull hierarhy and 15 sets of paren 
theses 
• Tl's unique Algebra') Operating System with 15 sets of 
parentheses allows you to enter problems as they're stated 
and handles up to four pending operations 
• Automatic electronic turn-off '■ "events battery 
drain when calculator is inadvertently left on 
• Scientific notation allows you to word with very large or 
vprV small "u">h"rs ••»;'<■-.'■■ ' i i: ■:. ' o' ,1 oower of 
ten   With 5-digil mantissa and / digit f«ponent 
• Memory allows you to store and recall numbers and ex 
change contents with display  as well as sum to memory 
• Powerful capalriiity will   ' 
als  need    from  basn   arithmetic   to  complicated  higher 
math At an economical price 
• 11 digit internal calculating capacity Calculator computes 
problems to 11 digii a mods internally 
to 8 digits tor d |p 
Sugg. Retail $29.95 
Our Price    $24.99 
Texas Instruments 






The MBA™ business calculator. Eleven pre- 
programmed financial functions make it ideal for stock 
brokers, real estate managers, financial analysts... any- 
one doing business. 
e Five basic preprogrammed financial functions: Number of periods. 
Interest rate percentage  Payment amount. Present value  Future 
value 
e Six  advanced preprogrammed  financial  functions   Net present 
value. Internal rate of return  Principal interest spin  Accumulated 
interest Remaining balance Days between dates 
e Powerful internal rate of return function for up to 12 variable cash 
flows 
e Calculates the actual number of calendar days between two dates. 
* Expanded statistics capability Mean Variance. Standard deviation. 
Linear regression 
e Twelve addressable memories to store or recall data, or sum or 
multiply numbers to memory. 
* Easy programmability. uniquely suited to business requirements Re- 
members 32 sequential steps and may also be used with pre- 
programmed functions for even more power. 
e 15 levels of parentheses, up to four pending operations 
* Bright, easy to read 10-digit LED display 





OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE 
TI-1050    Family Model 
TI-1750- Pocket Portable 
Dataman - Ages 7 & Up 
TI-30SP-48 Function 
Slide Rule 
















Business Analyst — Math. — 
Finance -Stat. 34.95 
SR51-M-Algebraic Oper- 
ating System 59.95 
TI-57 Programmable 79.95 
TI-58- Up to 480 Steps or 
up to 60 Memories 124.95 
TI-5040 - Desk Model - Readout 








STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE    i    BEE GEE BOOK STORE 
E. Wooster at Manville 
at the light 
353-7732 
Parking in Rear 
1424 E. Wooster 
across from Harshmon Quad. 
353-2252 
WHAT AN AMAZING PUZZLE! This mind teaser was 
drawn by University student Bennett Smith to give your 
brain a temporary change from the books and challenge it 
with something a little more entertaining. Test your sun! 
and see if you are as adept at running through a maze as 
are the rats in the psychology laboratory. 
Local Briefs 
MALE conference 
The F'irst Great Lakes Regional conference of Men's 
Alliance for Liberation and Equality i MAI £ i will be held 
Friday through Monday at Oberlin College. 
The conference will include workshops, playshops and 
task forces with an emphasis on establishing the regional 
organization. 
Registration is $5 and free housing will be arranged. 
Weekend meal tickets are available for $14. 
For more information contact Marvin E. Prevost at 
1216) 775-5677 or Jim Thomas at (216) 775-5821. 
Kent art exhibit 
Iowell Nesbitt and Philip Pearlstein, two in- 
ternationally acclaimed artists, will exhibit some of their 
work through Feb. 24 at the School of Art Gallery, Kent 
State University. 
Gallery hours are 9 a.m.-noon. 1-4 p.m. and by ap- 
pointment, Monday through Friday. 
For more information, contact the School of Art, KSU at 
(216)672-7853. 
Health lecture 
Joy A. Hyman, director of the speech and language 
department at St. Charles Hospital, Toledo, will speak on 
aphasia and the stroke patient at 8 p.m. Thursday in the 
Assembly Room, McFall Center. 
The lecture, part of the First Annual Lecture Series of 
the College of Health and Community Services, is free and 
open to the public. 
Sidewalk meeting 
A public meeting on the proposed South College Drive 
sidewalk will be held at 7:30 p.m. Feb 23 in City Council 
chambers. City Administrative Services Building, 304 N. 
Church St. 
The proposed construction of a sidewalk on the west side 
of South College Drive from Fifth Street to Napoleon Road 
will be discussed. 
All affected property owners and interested persons are 
encouraged to attend. 
The meeting originally was scheduled for Jan. 30 but 
was postponed because of the blizzard. 
Concert bands 
Persons interested in playing in one of the three 
University concert bands next quarter should contact 
John Deal, assistant director of bands, 108 Music Bldg. 
Each band rehearses two hours a week and performs 
one concert at the end of the quarter. 
Students need not be music majors to participate. Deal 
said the bands are in need of clarinet players. 
Appalachian trips 
The Union Activities Organization IUAO) is sponsoring 
the third annual Appalachian Trail trip through 50 miles 
of North Carolina March 17-25. 
The trip will consist of four groups: one beginning, two 
intermediate and one advanced. 
Sign-up for the trip is in the UAO office. tMTcTIIBbT, 
Union. A $25 deposit is required at the time of sign-up.' 
Total cost of the trip is $80. 
Loan applications 
The Department of Agriculture has announced that it 
will accept emergency loan applications through Aug. 1 
for physical losses and until Jan. 1, 1979, to eligible Ohio 
farmers for production losses by last month's blizzard. 
For more information, eligible farmers should contact 
their local Farmers' Home Administration County 
Supervisor. 
Clarification 
Because of new standards in certification, all special 
education majors in the Trainable Mentally Retarded 
iTMR) program must enroll in two additional courses 
effective Jan. 1,1979. 
A local brief in Thursday's News did not specify that 
only TMR majors must take the additional courses. 
Placement Schedule 
We Accept 
Vaster Charge & VISA 
Sign up will be held on 
Wednesdays Irom 7:30 a.m. to 
8.30 a.m. for non school 
schedules (business, gover 
nment agencies and graduate 
schools) and Thursdays from 6 
p.m. to 7 p.m. for school 
schedules in the Forum of the 
Student Services Bldg. 
A data sheet must be turned 
in at the time of sign-up. In 
addition, students must turn In 
two data sheets (or resumes) 
to establish a credential file or 
they will not be allowed to 
Interview. 
Requests for some type of 
standardization in resumes 
and data sheets have prom- 
pted the Career Planning and 
Placement Services to require 
candidates signing up for 
interviews to complete and 
present at the time ol sign-up a 
"standard" data sheet for 
each organization with which 
he or she wishes to Interview. 
BUSINESS 
FEB 27 AND II. 
American Hospital, 
Evanston,      III. Sales- 
marketing: Bor Many major 
Operations management: B 
or M business economics or 
accounting. Minimum six 
hours. Accounting required. 
Distribution B     or     M 
accounting or finance. 




positions leading to a career In 
buying, store management or 
administrative positions:    B- 
economics, retail 
management, fashion mer- 
chandising, general business, 
administration, marketing, 
finance or graduate with a 
strong desire for retail 
management. 
FEB.}* 
Cincom Systems. Associate 
programmer: B computer 
science, information systems 
or marketing with 12 hours in 
computer science. 
Consumer        Power. 
Programmer:        B-computer 
science     or     Informations 
systems.       March   or   June 
graduates. 
K Mart Corp. Management 
trainee: B any major with a 
strong interest In retail 
management. 
Montgomery Ward. Retail 
store manager trainee: B 
business or home economics. 
RCA,      Flndlay,     Ohio. 
Technician       (Intergraded 
curcull  waler  manufacturing 
operation):      Bchemlstry  or 
physics. (Potential     ad- 
vancement    to    engineer). 
March graduates only. 
TRW Compressor Com- 
ponent Division. Unit 
foreman B or M industrial 
and technical education. Unit 
foreman: B production and 
operations management. 
Yellow Freight. 




Evanston, III. Management 
Information systems: B-any 
maior with minimum two 
courses In data processing or 
programming. 
Aetna Life & Casualty. 
Group Representative: B-any 
major. This position is at 
group level, Involves a 10 week 
training period, and is a 
salaried position. 
Aetna Insurance Co. Cor- 
porate trainee: B or M- 
business. 
Halles.    Buyer trainee:    B 
marketing, home economics or 
business     administration. 
March,    June    and    August 
graduates. 
Manufacture's National 
Bank. Branch officer trainee: 
B-business. Commercial 
credit   analyst:      M-finance. 
Programmer:        B    or    M- 
computer science.    Auditor: 
B accounting. 
MARCH IAND2 
DeLuxe Check Printers. 
Sales management trainee: 
B-marketing or business. 
MARCH! 
Adult    Probation    Dept. 
Probation       counselor: 
probation investigator.    B or 
M any of the humanities. 
Detroit   Bank   &    Trust. 
Management    trainee:        B- 
business   or    liberal   arts. 
March and June graduates. 




management or marketing. 
MARCH 7 AND 3 
Ford    Motor    Company. 
Accounting-auditing:   B or M 
accounting.        Systems   and 
operations research:   B or M 
business     administration, 
industrial     managemnt. 
Economics,   statistics,  math, 
inlormations     systems    and 
computer science. 
H &  S Pogue.   Executive 
development    trainee: B 
marketing      textiles     and 
retailing. 
MARCH 3 
Petrie Stores.  Management 
trainee: B fashion    mer- 
chandising,        business 
management or marketing. 
SCHOOLS 
MARCH2 
Rlchland County Schools. To 
be announced. 
Tlpp     City     Ex.     Village 
Schools;    Tlpp   City,   Ohio. 
Teachers: Elementary 
education    or    math    and or 
science. 
MARCH 2 AND 3 
Montgomery County Public 
Schools; Dayton. Ohio. 
Secondary: Prefer math and 
science, will Interview all 
areas except English, 
languages and social studies. 




diagnosticians    and    related 
field. 
Lake County Board of 
Education; Painesvllle, Ohio. 
Teachers: all secondary areas 
and elementary education.  , 
Mason      Local     Schools, 
Mason,   Ohio.      Secondary: 
math or music.    Elementary 
education,  art  (elementary), 
LD(k 12). 
Im-silay. February 14,1978 The BG News Page 7 
Otherwise dull play saved by Show's wit 
Review by 
Jim Flirk 
George Bernard Shaw's wit highlighted, and perhaps 
saved, last weekend's Second Season production of "Don 
Juan in Hell.'' 
The production failed, however, to rise above the level of 
being a mere platform for Shaw's own cynical philosophical 
arguments. 
The show's extremely static staging and minimal amount 
of movement on stage made it a dull, slow-moving play. 
THF, FOUR characters were neatly arrayed across the 
stage during the bulk of the play, and one, sometimes two, at 
a time, rose and argued their part in debate. 
The non-participating characters watched, as much 
spectators as the audience. There was none of the nervous 
energy usually accompanying a lively philosophical debate, 
or argument of any kind. 
I .istcning was the key. The show's best lines purely were 
Shawian witticisms. The funniest lines mocked the show's 
length and Don Juan's long-windedness. 
The players.three post-graduate students and a professor, 
unfortunately also failed to provide the production with life. 
JOHN COUNTRYMAN, in the title role, was almost a 
natural as Shaw's conception of Juan. His formal bearing 
and resonant, well-controlled and well-used voice captured 
the tone of Juan, through whom Shaw speaks his mind. 
But Countryman fell short due to lack of varied or notable 
facial expression. 
Countryman, who recently completed his doctorate in 
theater, did have some excellent moments and provided the 
show with most of its inconsiderable movement. 
It is a college student's dream to see a professor cast as a 
devil and Dr. James H. Forse, associate professor of history, 
exuded a fine, foppish manner as the Devil. 
LEANING AGAINST the stage and sipping from a brandy 
ACGFA from page 1 
University plans to 
construct a concession stand 
in the arena this spring. He 
added that he expects the 
stand to "break even within 
two years" and then begin to 
show a profit. 
Also, he said the pro shop 




















...to name a 
few ways! 
Ill SOUTH MAIN ST. 
352 5741 
Our services 
are many, so 




will be enlarged to stock a 
wider variety of items. 
A reduction of 1.5 percent 
in the $812,239 asked for by 
Non-Kcvenue Sports and 
Athletic Administration 
Services also is being con- 
sidered by ACGFA. The 
committee suggested a 
budget of $800,000. 
To comply with the 
University's goal of 
achieving greater equity 
between men's and women's 
athletics, an increase of 
$21,000 for women's sports 
was requested. 
Don    A.    Cunningham, 
associate director of 
athletics, also is proposing 
the creation of positions for 
women's equipment 
manager and athletic 
trainer. 
Cunningham said there 
also is a need for a Women's 
Sports Information Director, 
"but that has not been 
provided for next year." 
ACGFA requested a more 
specific breakdown of the 
$208.i:<9 requested to fund 
Athletic Administration 
Services, which provides 
business services to revenue 
as   well   as   Non-Revenue 
Sports. 
"We should take a look at 
the central management. I 
think the costs there are way 
out of line," Ross com- 
mented. 
ACGFA    also     recom- 
mended that consideration 
be given to reducing the 
$6,500 under the business 
services of the Athletic 
Administration Services, 
which provides athletic 
achievement awards. 
The fourth preliminary 
reduction proposed by 
ACGFA was a 1.3 percent cut 
in the $459,010 in operating 
funds sought by Student 
Health Services, reducing 
the allocation t" $453,000. 
snifter, Forse struck one of the few interesting, dynamic 
poses in the production. 
However, on Saturday night, the third and final per- 
formance of "Don Juan," he still missed lines. 
The character that moved least was Penny Landau as 
Dona Ana. As a recent arrival in Hell, Landau, a graduate 
assistant in speech, introduced the audience to Hell and 
Juan, found a seat early in Act I and didn't move until Act II. 
Under these circumstances, it's hard to assess Landau's 
performance. But left on the stage at the end of the show, she 
seemed more likely to step out of her role than to enlarge her 
character todeliver Shaw's final message and warning. 
ODDLY ENOUGH, the Statue was the liveliest character 
in the production. Paul Tauger, a graduate student in 
theater, was energetic when he rose and spoke, but was 
forced to sit through most of the play. 
Shaw describes the set as void, and a fine void it was. 
Designed by graduate assistant in speech. Paula Geyser, it 
was suitably timeless and ageless. However, the seating 
arrangement was too symmetrical. This, too, contributed a 
static lifeless quality to the play, and not just because it was 
set in Hell. 
The production's greatest virtue was that it provided a 
chance to listen to the timeless ideas, ageless language and 
wit of Shaw, one of the greatest playwrights of the 20th 
century. 
All you need is love. 











Z*   Heart-Shaped 
l/n.aW.jtt.aufuiit! Items! 
Stick Pins...$3.99 and up 
Necklaces...$4.99 and up 
Earrings $2.95 and up 
• Initials can also be pot on  
Cancer is often curable. 
The fear of cancer 
is often fatal. 
If you're afraid of 
cancer .you're not alone 
But some people are sn afraid 
that they won't go to the 
doctor when they suspect 
something's wrong 
They're afraid the 
doctor might "find some 
thing" This kind of fear can 
prevent them from discover- 
ing cancer in the early stages 
when it is most often curable. 
These people run the 
risk of letting cancer scare 
them to death 
<=!   7   / B ^ 8   I 8       57 
The TI-57. The super slide-rule that'll 
get you into programming... fast and easy 
Even if you've never programmed before. 
For the student who re- 
quires slide-rule functions, the 
TI-57 delivers an exceptional 
combination of advanced 
mathematical . and statistical 
capabilities. From functions 
such as trig-, logs, powers, roots 
and reciprocals...to mean, var- 
iance, standard deviation and' 
much more. 
And as long1 as you're in 
the market for a super slide- 
rule calculator, why not buy 
one that can also put the power, 
speed and convenience of pro- 
gramming at your disposal? 
Programming a calculator 
simply means giving it a logical 
set of instructions for accom- 
plishing what you want it to 
do. Programming enables you 











ready entered into the machine. 
The end result is more effi- 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
I 1978 Tenas lnslrum.nl> Incorporated 
cient use of your time in prob- 
lem-solving. 
All this and more is ex- 
plained in our unique, illus- 
trated, easy-to-follow guide- 
book, "Making Tracks Into 
Programming." This 200-page 
book comes with the TI-57. It 
contains simple, step-by-step 
instructions and examples to 
help you quickly learn to use 
programming functions to 
make your problem-solving 
faster, more accurate and fun. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS   S)ffj\ 
...INNOVATORS IN 
PERSONAL ELECTRONICS 
□ MASTER CHARGE 
□ VISA 
□ AMERICAN EXPRESS 





HURRY SEND TODAY!! 
Page 8 Thr BG News Tuesday. February 14,1978 
^ 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY 
FROM THE STAFF OF THE 
SIS Hews & 





Army ROTC offers you a 
two-year management 
training program during 
college To give you a head 
start on life after college 
You'll learn to lead To 
manage people money 
and material You'll also 
earn a commission as an 
Army officer Credentials 
which will set you apart in 
the |Ob market 
Whatever you're plan- 
ning to do after college 
Army ROTC provides ca 
reer opportunities that fit 
right in part-time Re- 
serve service while you're 
employed in the civilian 
community or full-time 
active duty starting at 
S11.000 per year 
Get a head start on life 
after college Get started 
in Army ROTC For details, 
contact 
Captain John O'Neil 
157 Memorial  Hall  or 





a free Pepsi 
in this cup. 
Order any large pizza and you 
can get up fo 4 free Pepsi s II 
you order a small pizza, you can 
get 2 free Pepsi's • no coupon 
necessary - all you have to do 
is ask 
352-5221 
1616 E Wooster 
Call us for fast, 
free delivery 
Sun.-Thur. 4:30 p.m. -2a.m. 
Fri.&Sat.4:30p.m.-3a.m. 
Don't Miss This Great 
Opportunity 
Vicks Health Care Division 
(Makers of Nyquil, Vaporub, etc.) 
will be recruiting Juniors, Returning Seniors, and MBA's 
(No specific major required) at the Placement Office, 
Feb. 17 for Summer Marketing Representatives. 
Position Entails: 
Excellent Salary & Sales Incentives 
Company Car - Travel - Expense Account 
No Experience Required 
Contact Placement Office For Details 
Dorseys Rexall Drugs 
features 
Pang Burn 
Chocolate Candies and Hearts 
plus 
A Huge Selection of 
American Greeting 
Valentine Cards 
500 East Wooster St. 
"By the tracks" 
1V~P 











-*MXX'      HBI.OOfT 
u£ck;s ioum*te? 
_      """*?     60AKMT, CMM- 
^*-\^  \ m.atfu. 
OPEN PUB! 
evEN AS i SPEAK, CNBWK- 
gxeoGem&m swums 
•me SHAH is A MURcesER'is 
gy Rumpeaxm-Muxc 
MIAN seamyASMS. 
PRSSUMABLY ID smews OUT- 
BURSTS, A NAPKIN sNomaem 
snrr&N me MANSMOUTH, AN 
UHXESSARY *&%*£ IN 7HS 
n&aae#sjix>6MeNT,AsANAsrt 
RABBIT PUNCH HAS AU&WTXeH 
AmHismc1 
UNCU axe!      ZONKEA'. 
amsmnms  NHATTHE 
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AUNT YEAH, SOW 
SANDYS ABOUTAU.THS. 
AHAi, I MY PEACOCK'S 
see.. Butts**.. 
Campus Calendar 
tampub Calendar is a daily listing of campus events 
(meetings, lectures and entertainment), provided as a ser 
vice to readers Unless otherwise noted, the events are free 
and open to the public. To submit a listing. Campus Calendar, 
forms arc available at the News office, 106 University Hall, 
3/2 2003. There is no charge tor submitting listings to this 
soc l ion. 
TUESDAY 
Meohnqs 
international Cottee Hours 2-4 p.m.. Alumni Room, Union. 
Sponsored by the Indian Association. 
Geography Club  4:30 p.m., 302 Hanna Hall.   Organizational 
meeting  open  to  all,  field  trip  and honor society  will  be 
discussed. 
Residence Life Association 6 p.m., River Room, Union 
Med   Tech   Club 6:30   p.m.,    129   Life   Sciences   Bldg 
Cytotechnoiogisf from St. Vincent's Hospital will speak. 
Skating Club  8 10 p.m.. Ice Arena. Open to students. 
Panheiiemc Council  9p.m., 200Moseley Hall. 
Lectures and classes 
"World   Population   in   the   2lst   Century,   Current   Expec 
tat ions" International Week lecture   1:30 p.m.. Alumni Room, 
Union. 
Forum on Victimless Crimes  /:30 p.m.. Assembly  Room, 
McFali Center.  Discussion on laws prohibiting pornography, 
prostitution, drug abuse and homosexuality,  sponsored by 
Criminal Justice Organization. 
Tutoring   session   7.30   p.m.,   102   Business  Administration 
Bldg.   For Accounting 221 and 222 students, sponsored by Beta 
Alpha Psi. 
Psychology lecture   7:30 p.m.,  112 Life Sciences Bldg.    Dr. 
Austin DesLauriers ot the Devereaux Foundation will discuss 
the case of psychotic disturbed children, sponsored by the 
Psychological Services Center. 
Starting a small business workshop   7:309:30p.m., Center for 
Continued Learning, 194 S. Main St.   Informational workshop 
on legal  and financial aspects.    $3 fee and preregistration 
required. 
Enti't tamment 
Carnation sale 9 a.m. 5.30 pm..  Foyer, Union.    Carnation 
sale by Alpha Xi  Delta, proceeds go to Cancer Society tor 
Greek Service Week. 
Faculty Swim   1130a.m. 12:30p.m , Natatorium. Admission 
35 cents. 
Leather Shop  2 6 p.m.. ground floor, Oftenhauer West.   Fee 
for leather. 
"Nibelungen" German silent movie  4:30 p.m., 200 Moseley 
Han. 
UAO Eight ball Tourney  6 30 p.m.. Buckeye Room, Union. 
Part oi six week scries of commpetition.  Fee II,  Sign up in 
dorms and UAO office, Ihird floor. Union. 
Bridal  Fair  / 10 p.m..  Grand  Ballroom.  Union.    Display 
booths   by   area   merchants.   Fashion  show  at  830  p.m. 
Sponsored by Fashion Merchandising Association 
Artist  series  8  p.m..   Recital  Hall,  Music   Bldg.     Violinist 
Marcus Thompson will perform. 
Student   swim  8.30 10   p.m.,   Natatorium       Admisssion   25 
cents 
Classifieds 
LOST AND FOUND 
Gold chain bracelet lost on 
campus Wed. Please return- 
much sentimental value.   Sue 
26137.  
General Motors car keys 
found. 2 Keys attached to 
orange case. Found on Clough 
St. between First Methodist 
Church a.Ponderosa. 353 0682. 
Lost gold wire frame glasses. 
Ph. 372-4043.  
Lost Bulova silver link watch 
on campus. Call 372-5782. 
Lost 1 pr. glasses.   Brn. wire 
frames, around Library.   372- 
6336. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Pregnancy    Aid    &    Under- 
standing.   EMPA.   Emotional 
Material Pregnancy Aid.   352 
9393 8.352 1488.  
Experttypist. Ph. 352 7752. 
PERSONALS  
The candle passing was a 
great way to end the warm-up. 
Congratulations to Brenda 8> 
Randy on your Delta Zeta- 
Sigma Chi pinning.   Love, the 
Sisters of Delta Zeta.  
Sigma Chl's sure are great 
guys. Thanks for the warm- 
up. The Sisters of Delta Zafa. 
BLIZZARD SURVIVORS 
STICK TOGETHER White 
shirts S3 75 Includ. tax 8. 
postage. Powder blue $4.50 
Includ. tax & postage. Mall to: 
GreeleyT Shirt Co. 562 W. 3rd. 
St.    Elyria. OH   44035.   State 
size 8. color.  
Steve, Congrats on being most 
outstanding pledge. Love. Sue 
& Laura. 
Kohl Activities Council would 
like to recognize all those who 
participated In Charities Week 
& the Blood Drive. Special 
thanks go to the women of 
Founders 8. the men of 
Rodgers 8, Kohl who literally 
gave of themselves! We can 
almost taste that Ice cream 
now Founders. 
ZTA Pledges, what was the 
recipe for those home-made 
cookies?     You  better watch 
out. ZTA.  
Shelly Taylor, thanks for being 
so so sweet, a big sis like you is 
a special treat. Happy 
Valentine's Dayl    Love. Your 
'LllKathy.  
Be our VALENTINE 680 AMI 
Dedicate a song to your loved 
one8 wlnprlzesl I!  
Congratulations Steve 
Margakes on his election to 
IFC treasurer. 
According to a recent survey 
taken by GTE  (Good Times 
Enterprises), on over- 
whelming 100 percent of all 
eligible males interviewed 
agreed that the 1978 Alpha Delt 
Formal will by far surpass all 
others in the momentous 
categories of fine women, aged 
wine 8. progressive song. GET 
PSYCHED FOR FEBRUARY 
24111  
Indulge In your favorite 
muslcl Listen to WINDFALL 
RADIO680AM. Call 2-2418. 
The third time around we were 
surprised, when Miss McCabe 
created smoke before our 
eyes. Best wishes on your pre 
engagement. Lynn. Love, 
your Alpha Delt Sisters. 
Congratulations to Jack & Val 
on Kappa Sig lavalierlng. The 
Brothers.   
Congratulations Cathy & 
Bruce on your Alpha Delt-SAE 
candle passing. Best wishes 
for abundance of love & 
laughter  from  the sisters of 
Alpha Delta PI.  
Sue Stober, Barb Boxler & Ann 
Shanklin, I am so proud of my 
new familyl Thanks for 
everything!    Love, your little 
Lorl.  
Vera It   was   worth   working 
hard for every clue for no other 
big sis or family would do! 
Thanks! XI Love, Margie. 
Brothers    of    Kappa    Sigma 
congratulate   Bob   Clark   on 
your Kappa Sig Rochester NY 
lavalierlng. 
Cathy Taylor you've won our 
admiration.    Thanks for the 
great   |ob   with   activation. 
Love, Your AX Sisters.  
VISTA Excellent opportunity 
to use your skill where It Is 
really needed. VISTA needs 
volunteers all over the.United 
States in a variety of positions. 
Training, paid travel, living 
allowance, medical care and 
more. For full details on 
benefits and requirements, 
contact VISTA recruiter at 
University     Hall,     Feb.     14 
16,94:30 each day.  
Social Work VISTA needs 
qualified people In Sociology 
and related fields. Your 
degree and-or experience in 
social work, counseling, 
guidance or education is 
needed fo develop prorams all 
over the United States. We 
provide travel, living 
allowance, health care and 
more. For full details on 
benefits and requirements, 
contact VISTA volunteer 
recruiters at University Hall, 
Feb. 14-16.9 4:30 each day. 
PEACE CORPS. You can 
build a better future for others 
while enhancing your own...as 
a Peace Corps Volunteer. We 
offer 2-year positions in Africa. 
Asia or South America: paid 
travel. monthly living 
allowance, health care. 48 days 
paid vacation. Must be US 
citizen, single-married, no 
dependents, 18 years old. 
Contact Peace Corps at 
University Hall, Feb 14 16, 9 
4:30 each day. 
Li'l Sue Congrats on being 
chosen RONOH. Love, Your 
Big, Laura. 
The brothers of Kappa Sigma 
congratulate Bob Kane on his 
election to IFC Judicial Board. 
Happy Birthday Karin, 
Colleen 8. Ellen. Surehopethis 
makes your day brighter. 
Love In KD. Lori, Judy, 
DoreneS, Connie. 
WANTED  
Students to live with Fee. cple. 
beg. Fall in exchange for child 
care   &> light   housekeeping. 
Walk to campus. 352-7296 after 
5. 
I   F.   rmmte.   needed  now. 
Furn. apt between campus 4. 
town. Ownbedrm. 352-4753. 
Math tutor for an adult.   287 
4577 after 5:008. ask for Pat. 
1 or 2 F. rmmtes. for Spg. qtr. 
Close to campus. 352 2698. 
1  M.  rmmte.  170  a  mo.  In- 
cluding utll. Wtr. & Spg. Qtrs. 
372 5967. 
HELP WANTED 
Room & board in exchange for 
babysitting    '78 79.    Call 352- 
3190 after 7.  
Room & board In exchange for 
child care 8. light 
housekeeping. Beginning Fall 
'78.   Own car preferred.   352- 
0788 after 6.  
Looking for ambitious person 
for restaurant equip, repair. 
Must have experience In 
refrlg., AC, heating, plumbing 
8, electricity background 
helpful. Must have own tools & 
van. Excell. oppor. for ad- 
vancement. Excell. wages 8. 
benefits. Call for app't. l 614 
383 6001 between 8 5 M-F. 
135.00 per hundred stuffing 
envelopes already stamped 
and addressed. Free supplies, 
send self addressed stamped 
envelope to: ROEL. 5005 Old 
Midlothian Pike, Suite 64, 
Richmond, VA. 23224.  
FOR SALE 
Sony stereo AM FM receiver 
30 watts. 2 speakers Vtnturi 
Formula ll's. $230.00 . 372 
5540.  
Admiral   stereo.       Excellent 
cond. Best offer. Call 372 4385. 
Girls 3 speed touring bike. 
Good cond. Brown. $35.00 352- 
37'6 before 2:00.  
AR Manual Turntable, Empire 
Cartridge, Good Cond. Best 
offer. 372 3842. 
FOR RENT  
Summer, near campus. 521 E. 
Merry. 2 bedrm. apt., turn., 
central air, excell. cond. $350 
for entire summer. Call 352 
6489 or 352 6447. 
Campus Manor now renting 
for Summer. AC, most utilities 
paid.   Special rates.   Ph. 352 
9302 or 352 7365 eves.  
Apt. for sublease; Spr Olr. $85 
a mo.    Call Tony at 3539122 
eves, or leave message. 
Up to 5 F. to sublease turn, 
house  for  summer.     Excell. 
location. 352 6464.  
House for rent on S. Summit. 3 
bedrms. Call 352 6050. 
We do have openings at 824 6th 
St. at $280 a mo. & 336'/, s 
Main at $160.    Please call Al 
Newlove at 352 5163.  
House near downtown BG has 
Ig. rm. For F. Call after 5:X 
p.m. 353 4302. 
Apt.  for  sublease  Spr.  Otr. 
near campus.    2F. rmmtes. 
Call Kathy at 352 8737.  
2 bedrm.    unfurn.    apt.    to 
sublease. 641 3rd St. Apt 12. 
Stop by T. Th.or F. 5 7. 
Single  apt.  above  mini-mail 
Spr. Otr. Call 353 6864 between 
3 7:00 Chris.  
Apt. to sublease to M. Spr. Otr. 
$82 50 a mo. Close to campus, 
352 2829. 
THURSTIN MANOR APTS. 
AC fully carpeted, cable TV, 
efficiencies. Laundry 
facilities. Now leasing for 
Summer 8, Fall. 451 Thurstin. 
352 5435.  
Single rm, for M. to sublease 
Spr. Gtr. Furn., near campus, 
$262 50 a qtr. Call John at 353 
1585 or Mrs. Carty at 352 7365. 
Apt for rent  352 2356.  
Deluxe Ig. I bedrm. Has stove 
& refrlg.    Close to unlv.   352- 
5689.  
Buff Apartments now renting 
for Fall 8. Summer '78. All 
utilities paid except electric. 
Bike shed Included. 2 bedrm. 1 
block from campus. 352-2915. 
Houses, apts., & single rooms, 
for summer rental.    Ph. 3J2- 
7365.  
Houses for 67 F. students, n 
of house, 1 bedrm. for 3 F. 
students. 2 bedrm. apt. for 4 
students. Single rms. for M & 
F students. All near campus. 9 
mo. leases. 352-7365. 
Women: undefeated 
Tuesday. February 14,1978 The BG News Page 9 
By Dan Firestone 
Staff Reporter 
"We knew it would be the 
toughest meet and the girls 
really came through," 
Bowling Green coach Tom 
Stubbs said of his undefeated 
women's swim team that 
ended the year with a perfect 
5-0 record. 
The Falcons narrowly 
defeated Eastern Michigan 
68-63 Saturday and set eight 
school records on their way 
to becoming the seventh 
undefeated women's swim 
team in BG history. 
The women tankers, under 
Coach Jean Campbell, from 
the 1969-70 team to the 1974- 
75 team, never lost a duel 
meet while compiling a 
record of 42-0-1 in six years. 
Nancy Hinders, Terri 
Hayward, .lami Segrist and 
Leslie Hueman swam a 
record 4:10.6 in the 400 meter 
medley relay. 
SEGRIST ALSO set a 
record in the 200 meter 
butterfly (2:14.02) and 
finished an outstanding 
performance winning the 100 
meter butterfly. 
Hueman and Hayward set 
BG marks. Hueman won the 
100 meter freestyle in : 54.45 
and Terri Hayward won the 
200 meter breast-stroke in 
2:37.41. 
The 200 meter individual 
medley mark was set by 
Linda Zadel (2:15.38). Zadel 
finished second in the 1000 
meter freestyle despite 
another record per- 
formance. 
Parkie Thompson also set 
a BG record in the 100 meter 
backstroke, but finished 
second to Eastern 
Michigan's Rena Cox. 
BOWLING GREEN'S 800 
meter relay team lost, but 
set a school record of 8:03.21. 
Gymnasts are 12-1 
Howling Green's gymnastic team swept the first four 
places in three events, and Cheryl Vasil turned in two 
career best scores, as the Falcons defeated Miami and 
Morehead State in Oxford Saturday. 
liowling Green outdistanced the second place Red- 
skins 127.65 to 108.75, and Morehead State rounded out 
the scoring with 102.90. 
Vasil scored a 8.9 on the beam and a 8.75 on the vault 
for two first place finishes, and I.ori Brady won the all- 
around event with 32.35, the bars at 8.05 and the floor 
eNerci.se with a 8.5. 
The gymnasts, now 12-1, will host Indiana and Central 
Michigan Saturday in the North Gym at 1 p.m. 
Wrestlers win 3 times 
By Tom Baumann 
Assistant Sports Editor 
After last weekend, 
Bowling Green wrestling 
coach Pete Riesen "couldn't 
be happier." 
The grapplers downed 
Muskingum Friday night, 32- 
12, before taking three on 
Saturday, beating West 
Liberty (27-15), Akron (23- 
13) and Malone (41-10). 
The weekend routes raised 
Koeth captures first place 
Cindermen stung 
A third-place finish by Dan 
Cartledge in the three-mile 
run was the best per- 
formance the men's indoor 
track team could muster in 
meets at Michigan State and 
the Richfield Coliseum 
Saturday. 
Cartledge was the only 
Falcon to place at the 
Michigan State Invitational, 
which included a powerful 
field of over 20 teams. 
Bowling Green only entered 
a one and two-mile relay 
team at the Knights of 
Columbus meet at the 
Coliseum and were shut out 
of the scoring picture. 
"It definitely wasn't a 
weekend of our best per- 
formances," said Coach Mel 
Brodt, who admitted that the 
remainder of the indoor 
season doesn't appear too 
promising. "Injuries are 
restricting what we can 
really do," he said. 
KEVIN RYAN, John Anich 
and Steve Hously may miss 
Men swimmers 
gain split 
Bowling Green men's 
swim team gained a split of 
its weekend meets by 
defeating Toledo 7IWT after 
the Falcons had lost to 
Miami 70-41. 
The Falcons won all but 
two events against the 
Rockets with Jim Gleason 
winning the 200 and 500 
meter freestyle events. 
Jeff Wolf and Jeff France 
were injured and unable to 
compete against Miami, but 
each won against Toledo. 
Wolf finished first in the 50 
meter freestyle and France 
took the 100 meter freestyle. 
Kurt Seibenick won the 
one-meter and the three- 
meter diving, Doug Mould 
took the 200 meter breast- 
stroke and Dave Koenig won 
the 1000 meter freestyle. 
Gleason, Greg Joseph, 
Mike Cordek and John 
McQue finished the meet 
winning the 400 meter 
freestyle relay. 
the rest of the indoor season. 
"They have the type of 
nagging injuries that only 
time can heal," Brodt said. 
Bob Lunn, who was 
scheduled to run in the two- 
mile at the K of C meet is 
suffering from the flu. 
Still, there were some 
performances that pleased 
the coach. Jeff Opelt hit the 
15' in the pole vault at 
Michigan State and Ivor 
Emmanuel ran a 49.8 to lead- 
off the mile relay team at the 
Coliseum. 
By Bill Paul 
Staff Reporter 
Pam Koeth's continued domination in the shot put led the 
women's indoor track team to a third-place finish at this past 
Saturday's seven-team Michigan State Invitational. 
Koeth. whose put of 42'6" last week at PittsburKh qualified 
her for the nationals and set a new school record, captured 
first place Saturday with a throw of 41T *". 
The Falcons also received a fourth-place finish in the shot 
from Katliy Hodkcy. Her throw of 39'4'2" marked the second 
consecutive week that she has surpassed her previous best 
mark. 
Michigan State finished well ahead of the pack with 143':• 
points followed by Central Michigan (92.51, the Falcons 
160.51, Eastern Michigan (59.5i, Michigan (35), Western 
Michigan (30i and Hillsdale College 19.51. 
OKIGtNA(LLY COACH Dave Williams expectd his team to 
battle Eastern Michigan for the second spot, but the surprise 
entry of Central Michigan changed his outlook. 
I didn't even know they I Central I would be competing till 
we got there ourselves," Williams said. "Evidently they 
must have changed their philosophy because I don't think 
they've participated in indoor track before. But they are a 
very fine team." 
The Falcons did, however, nose out Eastern Michigan 60.5 
points to 59 points, setting the stage for BG's duel meet with 
the Hurons Thursday. 
the Falcons season record to 
6-4. 
"I was very pleased with 
the way we wrestled this 
weekend," Riesen said. "We 
were more sure of ourselves 
and didn't make the 
mistakes we were early in 
the season." 
THE FALCONS were led 
by Jay Liles and Larry 
Anzivine, who each won all 
four of their matches. There 
were other wrestlers that got 
high praise from the Bowling 
Green coach. 
"I think Man White 
wrestled real well. He 
hustled and looked very 
tough. But I feel that Bob 
Clark (190) was the biggest 
surprise of the weekend." 
Riesen said the hardest 
part of the weekend was the 
time schedule involved. 
"The team responded very 
well to the situation," Riesen 
said. "We wrestled late 
Friday, got up for an early 
breakfast Saturday, and 
wrestled three matches. I 
think it's a credit to all who 
went down there with us." 
The Falcons were so far 
ahead of some of their op- 
ponents, that they forfeited 
the heavyweight match 
against Akron and West 
Liberty. 
"I DIDN'T SEE any sense 
in wrestling (Dan) Stokes," 
Riesen said. "I didn't want 
him to feel embarrassed by 
wrestling some of those guys 
who weigh 275." 
Women cagers drop to 4-7 on season 
The Bowling Green 
women's basketball team 
dropped to 4-7 with a 64-61 
loss to host Toledo Saturday. 
For the Rockets it was 
especially sweet as they 
avenged an 63-43 loss to the 
Falcons earlier this year. 
BG started out on the right 
track as they led 31-30 at the 
half. It continued to lead 
until four minutes were left, 
when Bobbi little and 
Charissa Urbano both fouled 
out.   Fouls hampered both 
teams, however, as 50 





Feb. 16, 17, 18 
8:00 p.m. 
Joe E. Brown Theater 
Admission 50s 
A Second Season Production 
Alpha Xi Beer Blast 
Hydraulic Room 
Thurs., Feb. 16 
From 8 - 12 p.m. 
$1.00 Donation 
Sound system provided by Sigma Chi 







B G GAY UNION 
Speaker's Bureau 
Workshop 
All interested in joining 
please attend the meeting 
at 7:30 p.m.. Wed., Feb. 15 








PHI ETA SIGMA 
MEMBERS 
KEY Pictures will be 
taken Wed., Feb. 15th 
7 p.m. 
on the marble steps 
in University Hall 
ABORTION 
$150.00 
TOLL  FREE 
9  a.m.-IO  p.m. 
1 -800-438-8039 
WHAT SHOULD WE 
LOOK FOR 
IN A PROVOST? 
A.A.U.P.     and     B.G.F.A.     Co-Sponsor 
University-wide Panel Discussion 
Pink Dogwood Room - University Union 
3:30 - 5:.'K) PM TUES.. FEB. 14 
Mark your calendars. Plan to attend and 
bring your colleagues. 
NATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
METHODS WORKSHOP 
SATURDAY,  FEB 18, 1978 
9:00 AM-9:00 PM 
I.F.C. WILL HOST A ONE DAY PROGRAM 
OF INTENSIVE LEADERSHIP TRAINING 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 425 S.S. 
COST: $15 for Student and Faculty 
$25 for other Interested Personnel 
Delta Up§ilon Wishes to 
Congratulate its New Officers: 
Don't Forget... 
Today is Valentine's* Day! 
Remember your sweetheart 
with flowers from— 
Klotz Flower Farm 
906  Napoleon   Rd. 
353-8381 
Free  delivery  in  B.G. 































DESPITE MISSING the 
final four minutes, Little still 
managed   to   pump   in   a 
personal season-high 24 
paints to go along with nine 
rebounds. 
"Photographs to share 
and remember." 
—i—i 
Iitt, on Ihr momtnK of |anuar> 2*. 19TB the? wont 
Mif/Jfd M Ohm nation »wrpt into fowling Green 
end Wood Count* with kill** lone Th* four d-iyi 
thai followed hHd ill the element* Ihil fcgtr.de JIT 
rrudr of: •lories of courage and im j|iruimn tr.jied. 
jnd i "merit *nd ilrrngfh lKe*e are t lew of those 
tfi*i«t presented in phofogrjphi. lo share tnd 
remember  
Produced by some of BGSU'S 
best Journalism students. 
only 50" a copy 
All proceeds to go to charity and scholarship funds. 
Available at the BG News, the School of Journalism, the Union Information Desk, 
bookstores, record stores, and many other fine business establishments in Bowling 
Green. 
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KEEPSAKE" 
Survival in the worst blizzard in Ohio's 
history meant many things to many 
people. Now you can have a lasting 
memento of •The White Hurricane." 
And you can record for posterity what 
actually happened to YOU. 
You can record on the card itself how 
many hours—days you were stranded, 
without food, without heat, etc. You'll 
even get a sample of the actual remains 
of the snow. 
Maybe you'll want to share your ex- 
perience with friends & relatives, so get 
more than one. 
These will surely become collector's 
Items. 
ON SALE NOW at these and other 
locations:   e Schoolkids' Records 
• Racketeers  e Wooster Wine Shop 
• Rack&Cue  * Jeans & Things 
e The Source Records & Paraphernalia 
GET YOURS NOW! 
10k   N*   PRXM* 
Oonotod to dimtor  nW 
(QOE.l   [nuiprtew. lowllng Grav.  Ohio     4140} 
ISIIVIVEI   •125 
THE "3X 
"ILIZZ1.II IF 71" 
0" Thursday morning. Jinutry ?8 19»8 Mothe* ■ 
Nature gave ui the worst snowstorm in in* Stale 5 
history ot 175 yea's With hide warning me Storm 
hit ..- cnpplmg power water, and neat -•■ immooil 
i/mg entire cities As daily 'unctions ground to a 
nan emergency operations were launched Men 
money, and machines wore pitted against the 
elements Around the cioc* City. County and Stale 
crews Denied the white hurricane the National 
Guard -as ca"ed out to ax) the thousands of 
alranded motorists and provide emergency medical 
assistance Aa the situation worsened, a Federal 
emergency airlift Drought m tons of food. tupDi.es 
and equipment, and hundred! o' disaster 
eiper>enced m«n Early losses eaiimated m Teni Q> 
Millions of Dollars may never be igiiy measured 
And there were   heroes' by the thouaande 
hn.n. all >» mrn (i. these pmtnli. I pervieall> 
MM I" ami confirm that I riper**.ed and .um-rd 
the    Klir/i.d    of    "H,"     Inrrrfur.      in    .»n." 
-hereof. I hereunto M m» head — 1MB __ 
J-* ol  
I SURVIVED: 
'Hurricane force winds guatlng up lo over 80 
mile* per hour. 
•A barometer reading (28 49) at low as those 
found In hurricane*. 
Temperatures cold enough lo fteew a.poaed 
llesh in leas than 1 minute ■ AO'F and betovr 
with Nindchlll 
'Accumulations of snow In drills of 15 laW- 
and c 
'Widespread power outages   lor   3 days and 
THIS TUBE CONTAINS: 
The pure unadulterated remains' of she enow 
mat crippled aw stale In 78. TMe placard 
Mrvea aa a rimlndai ol lhaas stays al while 
• Inler rape.   « 
I SURVIVED 
Without power 
Without heat   _ 
Without Water 
Without food   _ 
•emg I 
'ILL m mt ■LAMMS) 
  hm /daya 
 hra /days 
  twe./oeye 
 hra /daya 
  hra /dej* 
Acluol   Cord   Seta   3'**   »   II" 
Pago in 
■ TkaaVWaws Sports 
Tuesday, February 14,1978 
leers sink Bucks; 
eye CCHA title 
Never quit: Cagers storm back 
l$i^3M^i^H  Hammye gets big hoop 
By Terry Goodman 
Sports Editor 
The magic number is two. 
Any combination of Bowling Green vic- 
tories and St. Ixmis defeats that adds up to 
two will clinch the Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association iCCHA) title for the Falcons, 
after they swept Ohio State in Columbus last 
weekend, 3-1 and 6-1. 
BG can become CCHA champions this 
weekend at the Ice Arena with a two-game 
sweep over I.ake Superior. 
Everything seems academic these days, 
thanks to the Falcons dominating the 
Buckeyes on their own ice. 
"I CANT SAY enough about the 
team," Falcon coach Ron Mason said. 
"Everyone played real well. The true test 
was on Saturday night. 
"We"ve been on the road and split against 
a lot of teams, but we were really determined 
to win two. It was a real character per- 
formance." 
Friday night's 3-1 triumph wasn't as close 
as the score might indicate. BG pinned the 
Buckeyes in their own end of the ice as 
goaltender Brian Stankiewicz only had to stop 
12 shots, including just one in the second 
period. 
It was also in that stanza when 
Stankiewicz lost his shutout after the Falcons 
were already ahead 3-0 on goals by Mark 
Wells, Yves Pelland and John Markeli. 
I had a few tough shots, but the team 
played really well and I had it pretty easy," 
the freshman goalie said. 
"THEIR (OHIO STATE'S) only goal was a 
funny goal," Stankiewicz added. "I wasn't 
really expecting it. A defenseman lost the 
puck and they got a quick shot in front." 
Stankiewicz, who lowered his CCHA- 
leading goals-against marks to 2.07 in the 
league and 2.78 overall, was "spectacular" 
according to Mason in Saturday'sfM rout, 
"We were a tired team, we let down, but 
Stanky picked us up," the coach praised. 
"Tom Thomas and John Mavity were sick 
(flu), but I Peter iSikorski played a lot and 
played well. 
"But still, they (Ohio State) had six 
straight power plays and we killed most of 
them.    In that spell midway through the 
AX's Announce 
Bud McLaughlin 
Alpha Chi Omega's 
Man-of-the-Year 
second period in just into the third, Stanky 
was spectacular." 
Mike Hartman, meanwhile, was also 
turning on the juice, despite suffering from 
the flu. He scored his 100th career goal at BG 
at 9:10 of the first period and added another 
score to open the third period. 
Paul Titanic and Tom Newton added 
second-period goals, while Markeli and Tim 
Alexander chipped in with Hartman during 
the final 20 minutes. Alexander's goal was his 
first of the season. 
The only blemish on the weekend was a 
fight late in the third period Saturday night 
between defenseman Mike Cotter and 
Buckeye Jim Kish. Both will miss their next 
league game, which means Cotter will sit out 
Friday's battle against Lake Superior. 
HOCKEY NOTES: The sweep over Ohio 
State gave Mason his fifth straight 20-win 
season at Bowling Green. The Falcons are 
now 21-7, giving the coach a 113-56-4 record 
here. Overall, including seven years at Lake 
Superior, Mason's college coaching slate 
stands at 243-102-12...Markeli received a 
misconduct penalty for using a stick which 
had "too much hook" on it. They measured 
the angle of Markell's stick in the third period 
of Saturday's game and also inspected 
Hartman's, but his was okay...It's tough to 
win at Ohio State, that is, for everybody ex- 
cept the Falcons. BG has swept the Bucks in 
three of the last four years and owns a 12-6 
road mark in Columbus...The overall series 
between Ohio State and BG is now 28-12, in 
BG's favor... The Falcons were O-for-U in 
power plays over the weekend, while the 
Buckeyes were l-for-7, connecting on a two- 
man advantage. 
Friday Niqht 
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Saturday Niqht 
' •■ t Pound I. BG. Hartman (Murphy) 9:10. 
«,,■ md Pound ? BG. Titanic (Markeli) 6: 35; 3 
HG. T. N"wton < Shutt. Easton); I. OS. Kostenko 
I Com-id MCN.IMI 18 53 Third Period 4 BG, 
•l.'m.in (Murphy. O.iwe) 3 23, S. BG, 
Ai ■ .ml,-, (B. Newton. PeMandl 3: 56, 6 BG. 
V1 .   '•■ ■'HT.i.iiiic. Wells) 18 IS. 
By Steve Sadler 
Assistant Sports Editor 
TOLEDO-Like an old, ring-weary fighter 
who keeps pulling himself off the canvas, 
Bowling Green's basketball team just doesn't 
know when to quit. 
In Saturday night's episode, the Falcons 
registered a 69-68 Mid-American Conference 
(MAC) victory over Toledo on a steal by 
Mitch Kopystynsky and a pass from Joe 
Faine to Ron Hammye for an easy bucket 
with 24 seconds left. 
BG seemed to be dealing itself its own death 
blows before 9,173 fans at Centennial Hall 
with a rash of turnovers late in the first half 
and early in the second. 
What was once a 30-30 game with 5:11 left in 
the first half, turned into a 51-38 Toledo lead 
with 17:38 left in the game. The Rockets 
seemed on the verge of scoring a knockout. 
BUT LIKE THE old fighter, BG battled to 
the finish and delivered its own knockout 
punch. 
After Hammye's hoop, the Rockets fired 
two desperation shots in the waning 
moments, but both came up blanks. 
The Falcons had their eighth victory in 20 
games, but more importantly, dealt Toledo's 
MAC title chances a severe blow. Toledo is 
now 7-4 in league play, while BG is 6-4. Both 
rivals trail Miami (7-2) and Central Michigan 
(7-3) in league standings. 
It was Faine who kept the Falcons in 
contention early. Although he'd only scored 
one point in two previous games, the fresh- 
man pumped in 16 points in the first half, 
hitting several 15-20 footers. 
' And, it was also Faine who single-handedly 
erased a five-point Toledo lead in the middle 
0^ of the first half with four long jumpers that 
gave BG a short-lived, 28-17 lead. 
A SHORT TIME later, the Falcons began 
beating   themselves   with   turnovers,   and 
Newsphotoby Dave Ry 
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Happy Valentine's Day 
from the sports staff 
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Of k All 
And Clothing In Stock I 
Now Undoc Now Monojomoot 
Locker Room SPORTING GOODS 
IIIt7»olnJt towltao G.ooo. O. Ph. JJMJ4I 
PIZZA-SUBS-SPAGHETTI-SALADS-LASAGNA 
FogRai's 
Open 11 a.m.-2 a.m. daily — 'til midnight on Sunday 
Ph. 352-7571 lor Free delivery 
after 4 p.m. 
MS S. Main Bowling Groon 
SIGMA NU RUSH 
Tonight - Movie Night 
(Feb. 14) 7:30 p.m.    (Comedy Classics) 
Thursday -     Uptown Warmup 
(Feb. 16) 7:30 p.m.  (Wine, Women & Song) 
Located in New Fraternity Row 
Toledo picked up its transition game to race 
to a 45-36 halftime lead. 
In the second half, Rosie Barnes took 
charge offensively and defensively to ignite 
the Bowling Green comeback. 
Barnes scored nine of his 11 points in the 
second half, but more importantly, held 
Toledo's leading scorer Ted Williams to just 
two points after he had 15 in the first half. 
"I just dogged him," Barnes said. "And if I 
had to play him again, I'd dog him again. I'm 
just telling it like it is. He can't beat me one 
on one." 
BG used a combination of defenses, but 
always had a man on Williams, the seventh 
leading scorer in Toledo history. 
IT WASNT UNTIL the second half, 
however, that Barnes was put on the 6-7 
forward. 
"I think we ought to give a lot of credit to 
Rosie Barnes' defense," BG coach John 
Weinert said. "We've come off the mat so 
many times. I've never been more proud of a 
team than this one. 
"We played intense in the second half, but 
the biggest difference was that our com- 
bination defense really hurt them (Toledo I." 
Testimony to that statement is the fact that 
Toledo managed just nine points in the final 10 
minutes, while Bowling Green had 20 to 
salvage a series tie with Toledo for the second 
straight year. 
Loyola stops BG 
CHICAGO-Two turnovers in the final 
minute of play proved costly for Bowling 
Green as it lost to Loyola of Chicago, 64-59, in 
non-conference basketball action last night. 
The Falcons, now 8-13. led by as many as 15 
points in the first half, but the Ramblers 115- 
71 took the lead early in the second half. 
Dunne Gray paced the Falcons with 14 
points, followed by Kmzer Shurelds and Mitch 
Kopystynsky with nine and Ron Hammye and 
.li*' Faine with eight. 
PHI MU'S SEND 
THEIR LOVE 
TO ALL THEIR MEN. 
Ruggs 
Bob the Boy 
Melvin 


























The Big One 
Wink 
Bucky 
Long Island AI 
























The Brothers ol High Chi: 
Ray. Casey, Goose and Cool 
The Men of Jetters B-Ball 
The Men of Nargo B-Ball 
Freak Boy 
The Wednesday Night Boys 
John Revolta Travolta 
Gary who blew off his tonsils 
No shaw peanut 
And Especially to 









Big Brother Mac 
Timock & Gerald 
Disco Incorporated 
House Dad Dave 
Teko the Houseboy^ 
Italian Stallion 
Brian (boss) 
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